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The omni-benevolent Dean Michael Hooker

Math-Sci Grads
To Get Option

BY ROBERT RIGGS

Students majoring in Math-
ematical Sciences or Geography
who will graduate this year or
next year "should receive" a
choice of receiving their B.A.
degrees from the School of
Engineering or the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences, according to
Associate Dean of Under-
graduate and Graduate Studies
Michael Hooker.

Originally, these students
were to get their degrees from
the School of Engineering, like
those in three departments
(Electrical Engineering, Mech-
anics and Materials Science, and
Geography and Environmental
Engineering) who will be Oven
the first Engineering diplomas
since the school was revived a
year ago.

"For some students, it
makes more sense to get a degree
from the School of Engineer-
ing," Hooker explained. "But
for students in Math Sciences or
Geography, some of them have
never taken any other engineer-
ing courses and they didn't
regard themselves as engineers. I
think it would be fair to offer
them a degree from the school

of Arts and Sciences."
Hooker said the matter first

came to his attention when a
group of students approached
him to protest being forced to
accept a degree from the School
of Engineering. One of these
students, Math Science major
Elliot Grover, explained why

cont. on p. 7
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Student Conduct Code
Defeated Decisively
BY PETER CINQUEGRANI

In a referendum which
attracted a voter turnout second
only to the vote on support for
Ric Pfeffer's quest for tenure,
the Conduct Code was rejected
this week by the student body,
437 to 154. The defeat marked
the first in the past few years for
a-Council-sponsored proposition.

Elections Committee chair-
person Monroe Zeffert said he
was "not surprised by the vote
but disappointed that it didn't
pass." He went on to say that he
felt the Council deserved to have
it defeated because of the lack
of support on their part. He was,
however, gladdened by the in-
terest in the Code displayed by
the students.

Leader of the opposition to
the Conduct Code, Student
Council Secretary Harry Lerner,
said "the overwhelming defeat
of the Student Council's Con-
duct Code demonstrated that
students here will never endorse
a disciplinary system which fails
to limit the jurisdiction of the
University."

Lerner also said he supports
a Conduct Code which would
guarantee defendants a fair pro-
cedure, a Code which would be
mutually advantageous to the
students and the administration.

Such a Code would protect
students and help the admini-
stration by defusing tensions on
campus in the event of disciplin-
ary action. He also said that
because of the dubious role of
the Student Council action by
the student body will be neces-
sary for a fair code to be pro-
duced.

Cindy Simon, S.C. Legal
Rights Committee chairperson
and chief author of the Code,
said she was glad students took
such an interest in the docu-
ment. She reported that they
had tried to produce a document
which was in the best interests

of the students and was sorry it
was perceived differently. She
added that she felt students who
had disagreed with portions of
the Code and were concerned
would produce much good work
on it next year.

SC representative Tom
Messana, next year's Senior Class
President, said "without a doubt
the Council blew it completely"
by not offering more support for
the Code they passed. But he
also said, "I believe this is a good
Code and I think it will even-
tually pass.."

Next year's SC Secretary
cont. on p. 5

Seniors Prepare
Graduation Week

BY ELLEN STECKER

The Senior Class is planning
over a week of social events,
both on and off-campus, prior to
graduation on May 31. Most
events will receive about a 50
percent subsidy from class
funds, with participating seniors
paying the balance. Interested
seniors who have not yet regis-
tered are encouraged to do so
before Monday, May 14.

A dinner/dance/cruise on

Council Fills Committee Slots;
Peifer To Chair Student Services

BY GAYLE COHEN

The Student Council (SC)
voted on its committee assign-
ments for the upcoming year
at its Wednesday night meetings.

SC Vice-President Barbara
Squires will chair the Committee
on Committees. SC members
Jeff Aronson (class of '80),
Melanie Manary (class of '81)
and Linda Gunshefski (class of
'82) will also serve on that
committee. The Committee on
Committees serves as an advisory
board for the numerous SC
independent committees and
subcommittees. It helps select
the non-SC members of those

committees and monitors their
projects.

The Education Committee
will again be chaired by Robert
Elkin (class of '80). SC members
Noel Kirnon (class of '81) and
Bill Daly (class of '82) will also
work on that committee. The
Education Committee deals with
projects related to academics,
such as the quality of teaching
assistants, advising, curriculum
review and class-bunching.

Sophomore class president
Chuck Peifer will head the
Student Services Committee.
Junior class representative Mike
Banton will assist him. Students

cont. on p. 3 Education Chairman Rob Elkin

the MVS Port Welcome which
will include a full dinner and
open bar is scheduled for Tues-
day, May 22, from 9 pm to 1
am. From Wednesday, May 23
until Friday, May 25, seniors
will be staying at the Carousel
Hotel in Ocean City. Class
President Monroe Zeffert de-
scribes the Carousel as "too
intense for words." There are
kitchen facilities in each room,
an indoor pool, tennis courts,
disco and skating rink on the
grounds, and it's all right on the
beach. Reservations are still
available for two, three and
four-person rooms.

Saturday, May 26, the la-
crosse finals will be played at the
University of Maryland, and a
class-sponsored party will fol-
low. One registration fee will
cover the lax party, a champagne
brunch on Monday, May 28, and
a picnic at Evergreen House on
Tuesday, May 29. Both the
picnic and the brunch are "all
you can eat" affairs. A box
lunch for graduation day can
also be ordered through the
Senior Class, for the convenience
of family and other guests.

Although the original dead-
line to register for the dinner
dance, Ocean City trip, other
social events and box lunches
was Friday, May 11, checks will

cont. on p. 9
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campus notes
Reform Sabbath services this Friday

at 6:00 p.m. in Conference Room A,
followed by an Oneg in the KDH. All

invited to attend. Sponsored by the

JSA.

yone interested in singing in the
..Jpkins Glee Club next fall can con-
tact V-P. Elise at 366-3820 for info.

Special film: Hong Kong - A Family
Portrait. A National Geographic
production. 2 p.m. Sunday May 6 in
the Listening - Viewing Room. A
recent one hour long movie that
offers insight into the daily lives of
fabled port city's busy inhabitants.
Sponsored by the Bahai Club of JHU.
FREE Admissions.

To all students enrolled in Issues in
Health Care Delivery for fall, 1979:

lease stop in the Chaplain's Office
before May 23. See Judy Reilly

bout your field work placement.

Geno Pometto and Dr. Robert
Atkins, well-known, Baltimore ex-
ponents of wholistic medicine, will
speak at the Sunday Experience on
May 13 at 11:00 a.m, in the Listen-

ing - Viewing Room of the Hopkins
Union. Their topic will be: A Socio-
olitical Approach to Stress Manage-

ment: A Wholistic Health Perspec-

ive.
On May 20, the Sunday Experi-

nce will host representatives from

hree organizations who will discuss

Nuclear Risks: Cover-Up and An-
swers. Representatives from the
Union of Concerned Scientists, the
Chesapeake Energy Alliance and

SANE will discuss this timely and

important topic.
The final session for the academic

year of the Sunday Experience, May

27, will feature Dr. Ric Pfeffer who

will speak on Working for Capitalism,

which is the same title of his recent
book.

To all diehard Red Sox fans: If

you're interested in attending the

game against the Orioles on May 23,
please leave your name and box

number at the Union Desk, no later

than May 17. Students, staff, and

faculty welcome.

You're All Invited to SIX BY SIX,

Six One-Act Plays. In the Little

Theater (Chester's Place) Friday and

Saturday May 11th and 12th at 8

p.m. By the Advanced Playvvriting

Workshop. FREE.

Junior and Senior Pre-Medical Stu-

dents: Application forms for Baylor

College of Medicine are available in

Homewood House, 2nd Floor

Like to sing? Come join us this

Saturday in the KDH for Hebrew

singing and harmonizing at 5:30 P.m.
The JSA welcomes all participants.

Ring Found on the BIA Field. Initais

AG. In Lost and Found at Garland

Hall if its yours.

Anyone who is going to be in the

Baltimore area this summer and

would like to be part of the Class of

'80 Speaker Selections Committee

get in touch with Tom Messana at

Box 870 or Sue Baisley at Box 25.
Work Goes On!

There will be coffee and donuts in
the Gilman Coffee Chop Sunday,
May 13 from 10 p.m. until we sell
out. Sponsored by the Senior Class.

Traditional Sabbath services Friday
at 6:30 p.m., followed by Oneg. Also

services Saturday morning at 9:30
a.m. Both held in the KDH. JSA
sponsored. All are welcome.

Theatre Hopkins' production of

Moliere's The School for Wives will
run Fridays and Saturdays at 8:30
p.m. and Sundays at 2:15 p.m. May
11, 12, 13 and 18, 19, 20, in the
Barn Theatre on the Homewood cam-

pus of the Johns Hopkins University.
John R. Lyston, Susan Merrill, and

Mark Basile play the leading roles.

Box Office is in Shriver Hall at

Homewook or telephone 338-7159
for reservations, weekdays from 1

p.m. to 5 p.m. Student ID - $2.00

Fridays and Sundays.

The General Seminar of the Dept

of Political Science cordially invites

you to attend a presentation by Prof.

Margaret Jacob of The Institute for

Advanced Study on Wed, May 16,

in Room 336, Gilman Hall, at 12:30.

Her talk entitled "Pantheistic Reli-

gion and Republicanism in the Radi-

cal Enlightenment" is based upon a

chapter from her forthcoming book,

The Radical Enlightenment: Pan-

theists, Freemasons and Republicans.

Happy Birthday. Bob-ski: Max Pads. Lippy and Mad Dog

"The Innocent'
an erotic ideal:'

JACK KROLL, Newsweek
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QUIZ
RESULTS-

Considering that last week's quiz was the final one this
semester, the ol' Quizmaster thought he'd make it soft on

all you stiffs out there. 34 responses came in; only 10 had
perfect scores. The winner of the sticky fingers drawing was
that handsome and debonair • (pronounced de-bone-er)
Italian, Stevie Guarnaccia. It seems that question no. 12
saved the Quizmaster's arse. It read: "Look for this happy
celebration in Italy after the first full moon after the vernal
equinox every year." Answer: Easter. By the way, Easter
occurs every place else in the world at that time of year.
The Sacrifice of the Lamb and Blossoms and Moonflower
Day are merely figments of the Quizmaster's active imagin-
ation.

The Answers: 1) San Francisco; 2) Leonardo da Vinci;
3) Kentucky Derby; 4) Lenin; 5) The British; 6)First solo
airplane flight across the Atlantic; 7) Sinking of the Titanic

and the assasination of Lincoln; 8) Baseball; 9) Captain

Kidd; 10) The Merrimac and the Monitor; 11) Lei Day; 12)
Easter.

If you didn't win, you have one more chance this
semester. But don't cut back on beer consumption this
summer just 'cause you think you might cop the big prize
this fall. The Quizmaster commands thee to down some

coldies this summer.
P.S: Sorry, Amy, but the Quizmaster's just too honest

for that kind of stuff.
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PAID RESEARCH
VOLUNTEERS

Volunteers needed to participate in a vaccine re-
search study at the Center for Vaccine Development,
University of Maryland School of Medicine (Bait.).
Two part study:

1. Outpatient - month of June, two short out-
patient visits to Univ. Hospital to receive
vaccine.

2. Inpatient - 12 days (during month of August)
in dormitory-like ward at Univ. Hospital.

For completion of both parts of study, paid approx.
$400.00.

Studies are part of ongoing studies of Cholera
vaccine at the Center for Vaccine Development.
All volunteers must be in good health and at least 18
years of age. Accepting volunteers now. For more
information about this and other studies call
528-5328 as soon as possible.
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MSE Symposium 

Technology And Future
BY ROS RESNICK

"The Direction of Techn-

ology--Choosing Tomorrow" will

be the theme of next fall's MSE

Symposium. According to the

proposal drafted by the Sym-

posium's co-chairpersons, How-

ard Fox and Sharon Sinsky,

"The purpose of this Sympos-

ium is to provide information

about current scientific and

technological advances which

Student Journals'
Future In Doubt

BY ELAINE PIZZO

Unless concerned students

volunteer to serve as staff

members next year, Letters and

Papers on the Social Sciences

and the Undergraduate Science

Bulletin will cease publication.

According to Director of

Student Activities Chris Colom-

bo, the two organizations need

new officers, a budget and a plan

of action.
"It's just a question of

people," said Letters and Papers

staff member Phil Johnson.

"Most of our staff are graduating

this year. the few under-

graduates we have either aren't

interested or don't have enough

time to be staff officers."

Johnson added that Letters

and Papers may have lost staff

members to Zeniada and other

organizations. He hopes that

previous workers returning from

Bologna next year may help

restore the publication.
Undergraduate Science

Bulletin Editor Christopher
Kropat was not available for
comment.

The problem became critical

during the recent two-week
budget review. Neither group
received SAC funds for the
coming semester. According to
SAC chairperson Rob Fink, "We
can't estimate a budget without
hearing the plans for the pub-
lication. We are looking forward
to sitting down with the staffs of

these publications next year."

SAC funds for the up-

coming semester have already
been allocated. However, both

Fink and Colombo expressed
confidence that the two organ-

izations could receive sufficient

funds for a first-semester issue

from the SAC's contingency

fund.
Colombo expressed disap-

pointment at the possible dis-
continuation of both public-
ations. He commented, "Organ-
izations must remember they
have a responsibility to new
students and to those students

who rely on being able to
participate in their programs."

Johnson said that Letters
and Papers will have one more
issue, currently being prepared,
which may be distributed next
fall.

may profoundly influence our
lifestyle."

The tentative list of topics
and speakers includes the follow-
ing: Tomorrow's Problems and
Solutions by well-known science
and science fiction writer Isaac
Asimov; Basic Research--A Sci-
entist's Viewpoint by Linus
Pauling, recipient of the Nobel
Prize for Chemistry (1954) and
the Nobel Peace Prize (1962,
1963); Science and Business
by Edwin Land, inventor of
Polaroid film; Government Reg-
ulation by Donald Kennedy,
Commissioner of the Food and
Drug Administration; Public
Interest Protection by consumer
advocate Ralph Nader; Space
Exploitation and Habitation by
Carl Sagan, experimenter with
the Viking Mars lander and the
Mariner II Venus probe; The
Impact of Computers by Joseph
Weizenbaum, Computer Science
professor at MIT and author of
Computer Power and Human

Reason; Blueprint for Our Fu-
ture by F. Buckminster Fuller,
inventor of the geodesic dome
and author of Operating Manual
for Spaceship Earth; The Uses of
Nuclear Technology by Norman
C. Rasmussen, former director
of the Reactor Safety program
at the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion; Technological Progress--
Our Greatest Resource, by Adlai
Stevenson III, chairman of the
Senate Subcommittee on Space,
Technology, and Science; Ge-
netic Possibilities by Francis
Jacob, recipient of the Nobel
Prize for Medicine (1965); and
Science and the Changing Man
by Michael Foucault, professor
of History of Ideas at the
College of France.

The MSE Symposium was
established in 1967 to honor
departing Hopkins President
Milton S. Eisenhower. The Sym-

Commiftee To Commission
cont. from p. 1

Services deals with organizations

such as the Bookcenter.
The Housing and Commun-

ity Relations Committee will be

headed by Cliff Salinger. Salin-

ger served as a non-SC member

on that committee last year.

The Academic Services

Committee will be chaired by

junior class president Mike

Steele. This committee deals

with offices related to academ-

ics, such as the Admissions

Office and the Registrar.
Sophomore representative

Karen Loebel will chair the
Student Legal Rights Commit-
tee. The Legal Rights Committee
deals with legal issues such as the
Conduct Code.

Senior class president Tom,
Messana will act as admini-
strative assistant to the Council.
In this capacity, we will assist all
of the committees on an at-large
basis.

The major change in the
Council's committee structure

will be the abolition of the SC

Elections Committee. Messana

explained that in its place the

Council will establish an Elec-

tions Commission made up of

appointed non-Council mem-
bers, preferably seniors who will
not be potential candidates in
future elections. In addition,
such a set-up "will free Council
members from sitting at a ballot
box," Messana said. The tradi-

tional procedure of having
Council members man ballot
boxes has created problems of
bias because several of the
candidates in a given election are
often SC members them-
selves.

posium lasts from mid-Sept-
ember through October, usually
featuring one or two lectures per
week. All lectures are trans-
cribed and stored in the MSE
Library. In the past, some of the
lectures have been broadcast on
Maryland public television, and
on National Educational Radio.
Though rising costs have pre-
vented broadcasts in recent
years, Fox hopes to raise extra
money and work with the
Hopkins Media Center (part of
the Humanities Center) on a
public television special about
the 1979 lectures.

Fox and Sinsky, whose
proposal was chosen by the
students and selected from the
top three topics by the Student
Council, have been sending grant
proposals to national and local

corporations since February.
Fox said that he and Sinsky are
trying to raise $12,000 in
addition to the $10,000 they
received from the Council. Fun-
ding is one of their major
concerns because they must
invite the speakers during the
summer--before they know how
much grant money they will be
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able to obtain. "It's a very shaky

thing fund-wise," Sinsky said.

She remarked that last year's
Symposium ended up in debt

and received $3000 more than
their original grant from the
Student Council. Sinsky pre-
dicted the non-controversial
1979 Symposium will attract
sufficient funding, however.

Encouraging Hopkins stu-

dents to attend the Symposium

is another major problem, Fox
and Sinsky agreed. According to
Sinsky, "It's generally people
from the community that
come." Fox plans to vary the
times of day that the lectures are

given to see which time attracts

the most students. Some lectures

may be held at noon instead of
at 4 pm.

Leadership Society

Inducts New Members
BY GAYLE COHEN

Sixteen students and two
faculty members were inducted
into the Hopkins chapter of the
Omicron Delta Kappa Leaders-
hip Society (ODK) Wednesday
night in the Garrett Room of the
MSE Library.

ODK's main function is to
honor contributions to the
community made by students,
faculty members and admini-
strators. Some of the admini-
stration members who belong to
ODK are Associate Dean of
Homewood Faculties Jakie Hall,
University President Steven
Muller and Director of Student
Activities Chris Columbo. With
the new inductees, the ODK
membership totals 49 students,
but after the seniors graduate,
the on-campus number will
decrease to approximately 20.

This week's induction in-
cluded only juniors. Inductees
were required to rank in the top
half of their class academically,
to hold a major leadership post
in one campus organization, and
a minor role in another campus
organization.

Another induction will be
held in the fall. At that time
seniors who meet the above
leadership criteria and who rank
in the top half of their class will
be eligible for induction. Juniors
who rank in the top third of
their class and have the leader-
ship background will be poten-
tial candidates.

Stuart Davidson, the out-
going president of ODK, ex-
plained the selections process.
"In the fall, we solicit nomin-
ations from academic depart-
ments, the Athletic Center, and
other areas' of the University
...We go through the activities

cards given out at the beginning
of the year and the activities
section of the Student Direct-
ory" to try to find student
leaders who potentially fulfill
the leadership qualifications.

Bioengineering Professor
Maurice Goldstein and Political
Economy Professor Louis
Maccini were the faculty induc-
tees. Davidson said, "We have
used faculty inductions to honor
faculty members who have ex-
emplified particular dedication
to teaching. Since this is a
leadership organization, we
emphasize contributions to the
community rather than writing
a book."

"In a University which does
not recognize teaching ability
and commitment to the stu-
dents, this is one way we find to
say thank you to faculty mem-
bers who meet these criteria," he
continued.

Davidson said Maccini has
been a very effective advisor and
"Goldstein has been particularly
effective in putting together the
Bioengineering department and
the students in that depart-
ment."

The new student officers of
ODK are: Marc Alterman,
president; Sue Baisley, vice-
president; Kevin Emerson, treas-
urer; and Harry Lerner, secre-
tary.

Other new members include
Jeff Aronson, Sally Clarke, Paul
Cordts, George Coutros, Edward
Joseph, Leonard Lucci, Jeff
Marks, Elaine Pizzo, Mike Resch,
Cliff Salinger, Chris Taylor and
Bob Wiesner.

Induction into ODK rep-
resents a lifetime membership.
ODK belongs to the same
grouping of honor societies as
Phi Beta Kappa, according to
Davidson.Tom Messana
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Kappa Klub
Each year, the News-Letter publishes its exclusive list

of Phi Beta Kappa inductees. Phi Beta Kappa membership
is the highest honor available to Hopkins undergraduates,
granted only to people leaving the University this year
following careers distinguised by truly exceptional achie-
vement.

This year's Phi Beta Kappa inductees are:
Denise A. Charrier Hala Makowska
Andrew S. Cohen
Frank P. Cutrone
Kevil D. Duhon
Robert B. D'Zuro
Brian D. Griffin

Mark C. Norton
Ana Teresa Ortiz ;
Madeline J. Rivlin
Michael W. Sheedy
J. Criss Yelton

Student Power
Students form an essential part of the Johns Hopkins

University. Although they are definitely junioroartners in
the enterprise, their role here is just as indispensable as the
faculty's, and certainly as important as that of the admin-
istration, which is ostensibly here to serve them both.

Compared to the faculty and administration, however,
students have practically no control over decisions which
affect the whole University. They make no financial
decisions except to slice up a piddling pie of student
activity money. And most important decisions, like the
re-institution of the School of Engineering for just one
example, are imposed on them from above without any
sort of by-your-leave.

Yet the exercise of official power is not the only way
to accomplish things. If somebody involves himself in
a project and comes up with good, relevant, practical ideas
and criticisms, he can not be ignored for long. Through

this method, individual students by working hard and
paying attention can indeed make a difference.

But the trouble with students, the reason why they are

condemned to a position of perpetual weakness, is that
they come and go. By the time they finally learn what is

going on, it is also time for them to move on.
That's why the students here are blessed with a fine

opportunity next year. Their best asset will be a strong,

experienced leader who knows the administration, George

Connolly. Connolly has done a pretty good job this year.

He has known better than to entangle himself in contro-
versies that make little or no difference, like that over the

Conduct Code, while he has done steady work on projects

like the Curriculum Review. He is also skillful at bureau-

cratic politics.
If students stand behind George next year, they will

find that they have a competent leader. For a while,

at least....

My Thanks
With this issue, another year draws to a close for the

News-Letter, and a damn good one, too - the best in at
least four years, as far back as the longest memory here
can recall.

The editor will just take this moment to salute each
individual on the editorial board and staff of the News-
Letter. It was you who made it all happen.

Iletters to the editor I
To the Editor:

The Hopkins community
should be happy to know that
Joe Marshall has finally learned
his lesson. He is the reporter for
Sports Illustrated who wrote an
article last spring thanking Bal-
timore for Blaze Starr, crab
cakes and the Preakness, but
announced that the capital of
lacrosse had moved north to the
beautiful Finger Lakes region of
NY, roughly midway between
Cornell and Hobart, the two
reigning NCAA champions. As
frequently happens with their
predictions, SI and Mr. Marshall
subsequently ate crow, when
Hopkins and Roanoke (Va) sent
the two champs down to ignom-
inious defeats.

Marshall is now trying to
make amends. On page 59 of the
April 16, 1979 issue of S/, he
has written an article lamenting
the fate of lacrosse with the new
no-faceoff rule. It is based on a
rout of UVA at Homewood field
a few weeks ago, and includes a
picture of a face-off specialist
Ned Radebaugh in action. It
describes how "a small contin-
gent of Hopkins fans decided it
was time to make a comment....-
.After the partisan crowd would
count off the number of Blue
Jay goals...the smaller group
would quickly holler, 'Face-
offs.' "

I urge everyone to make this
article required reading, whether
or not you are a lacrosse fan,
because of the valuable perspec-
tive it provides. It seems to be
the first kind words about
Hopkins lacrosse that S/ has
printed since their cover story
on Jack Thomas several years
ago. And don't forget to add
your voice to the campaign to
convince the NCAA Rules
Committee that "the fans have
spoken." It will continue all
the way to the championship
game. The Blue Jays are number
one!

Phillip Gully
JHU '78

Before
To the Editor:

Now that the weeks have
passed (it takes some time for
this glorious rag to reach us on
the fringes of civilization out
here in Pittsburgh) I realize that

coverage of the case of exposure

in the Library has probably died

away, but hopefully the issue of

sexual harrassment and assault

and how these things are han-

dled on campus has not.
In the fall of 1976 I had the

unfortunate privilege of spend-

ing the morning in the Northern
District Court House at 36th and

Keswick. In the midst of the
procession there was presented
the case of a woman who, one
evening, was grabbed by a man
and dragged into the bushes in
the vicinity of 33rd and St. Paul.
Two campus security guards
were patrolling the area when
they heard noises coming from
the greenery and, believe it or
not, their quick action saved the
woman from any worse fate,
and, I know this is really pushing
it, they also managed to appre-
hend the assailant.

When all the papers had
been suitably shuffled and the
case presented to the judge, the
state's attorney interrupted the
normal proceedings to explain
that he and the public defender
had come to terms on the case
and charges were to be dropped.
Like the audience, the judge was
quite aghast. He looked at the
defense attorney for verification.
The campus security officers,
also in attendance, made it clear
they were aware of the arrange-
ment and fully approved of it.
Finally the judge, directing her-
self to the woman, asked repeat-
edly if she understood what was
happening, what it meant, and
could she possibly be in agree-
ment with it. She just stood
there and kept nodding.

On that rainy fall morning
the assailant was promptly re-
leased, the case closed. If there
was some special reason for what
had happened there certainly
weren.'t many who knew about
it; in the courtroom we specu-
lated, but mostly we were just
stunned with incredulity.

Dante Landucci

(NOTE: The article I read on
the Library incident stated that
thF Iranian student was given
probation before judgment
(PBJ). That does not imply guilt,
as was incorrectly reported--
simply that, for whatever reason,
no judgment was passed. Thus,
there can be no record of a
conviction. In fact, only the
arrest appears on the record, and
if the period of probation is seen
through without additional
arrests, one may petition for
expungement of that, removing
all traces of past wrongdoing.
Though there can be some
serious consequences to PBJ, I'd
say the student got off quite
easily.

Pre-tneds
To the Editor:

During the past two weeks,
much has been said and written
about the low acceptance of
Hopkins undergraduates to
Hopkins Med School. I would

like to add a few personal
comments.

In Hopkins undergraduates
are, in fact, as outstanding
relative to students of other
schools as we often lead our-
selves to believe, then it is truly
the Medical School's loss that
more of us were not accepted.
However, tile term "outstand-
ing" should be carefully exam-
ined. On more than one occasion
I have met individuals who claim
to possess "good" academic
records or "solid evidence" of
well-roundedness who were full.
of hogwash. At this institution,
grades and scholarship are all too,
often unrelated; some of this
school's best scholars have low
grade points solely due to their
willingness to overload or take
advanced courses. On the other
hand, more than one student
who has made Phi Beta Kappa
did so by shying away from
non-required courses having dif-
ficult reputations while choosing
impressive sounding courses
which were personal "guts.".

Additionally, many of the
pre-med students who consider
to have the most "outstanding"
personal qualities are those who
are not getting into medical
school, probably because they
lack the overwhelming and often
ugly obsession to do anything
possible to get A's in everything
yet possess the strong non-
academic interests medical
schools claim to look for. By
their willingness to go through
the admissions process in spite
of the enormous obstacles crea-
ted by having low grade points,
these students demonstrate that
they have the strong determin-
ation and dedication to the
ideals of medicine so essential to
being a good physician. Yet, far
too frequently, the most "out-
standing" potential doctors are
not even granted an interview by
95 percent of the schools they
apply to.

Hopkins Med School was
my first choice up until I recei-
ved a rejection from them. While
I am naturally sympathetic with
those going to other medical

schools as a result of being
turned down by Hopkins, I have
much stronger feelings about my
classmates who have not as yet
been accepted, all of whom I
sincerely wish the best of luck.
Theirs is the problem which
merits further action and atten-
tion, not only from Hopkins,
but from medical schools admis-
sions processes in general.

The present system, which
rewards test-taking ability, ex-
treme caution in course selec-
tion, and competition for its
own sake, while punishing sin-
cere searches for knowledge
and intellectual camaraderie, is

j
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We Like Love Letters
ludicrous. Referring to last

week's letter, I din DAMN

proud that I am going to be as

good a doctor as I am n capable of
becoming, but more than a
little saddened at what being a

pre-med at Hopkins has entailed.

Sincerely,

Jacques Michael Casparian

Bullshit
To the Editor:

Another year swiftly draws
to a close, and for those devout

readers of the News-Letter , it is

a good thing. If nothing else, our

local publication staff must be
noted for its consistent presenta-
tion of wide ranging coverage
with as little reliance on facts

as possible. The trend establish-
ed at the very start of this year
(or probably years before our
present editor entered the bas-
tion of the Gatehouse) has been
cherished within each NI-L edi-
tion ranging from a series of
blasphemous misquotes to the
normalcy of irresponsible repor-
tage. With this last issue, hope-
fully, the Homewood communi-
ty may say good-by to these
inferior journalistic techniques
forever.

The News-Letter staff has
continued to exhibit a backward
approach toward news coverage;
what holds most importance to
their readership, what should be
highlighted and how, and most
of all where to comment. For
the editor to allow his reporters
to use their news columns for
personal platforms and one-sided
conversation is outside conven-
tional reporting and truly unpro-
fessional. The 'shift shaft' pro-
motion is just one example
of this embarrassing style. In
almost every issue there is more
opinion than news in the articles
and more misconceptions than
facts in the editorials.

The continuing coverage of
Student Council and Student
Activities Commission develop-

ments more than exemplify this

slightly yellow style. In just this

last issue, the N-L staff struck

out against the S.C. approach

toward funding of competitive

team activities. The lack of

factual information within the

editorial is amaging, and the use

of untrue assumptions to ration-

alize the argument border on the

absurd. Our editor claims that

the Student Council has "clearly

established a double standard"

by attempting to halt funding of

team activities in the long run.

"The S.C. argues that an event

which takes place away from the

campus is of no value to any
students except the ones on the
team," states the editorial and
continues the argument from

there.
A responsible comment on

team competition should have at
least included the Council's
rationale for the decision. If
there is an inconsistency, it is in

the News-Letter's stance. A few

weeks back, the paper objected

to a lack of money for on-

-campus extracurricular activ-

ities, but now finds an import-

ance for the money to be spent

on -the activities of very few

students away from the campus.

The Council recognizes, on the

other hand, that student activ-

ities funds are for the benefit of

the entire undergraduate corn--

munity and teams inherently

must rule out the participation
of some while selecting others--
something the News-Letter r-
efrained from mentioning.

Unfortunately, like much of

the Council coverage, the New-
-Letter offered no explanation

of the actual reason for the
decision on teams, but instead

sums up the consensus in one,
misleading sentence. By his own

admission, our N-L editor points

out that the editorial column is
often used when the news
coverage is insufficient due to

poor reporting. I need not
comment on the status of this
method of operation.

The editorial made use of

the Outdoors Club and the
Jewish Student Association to
point out the supposed inconsis--

tency, although the reasoning

never becomes apparent. There

is an attempt made to point out

that the SAC funds "a consider--

able number of events such as

Oneg Shabbats during the year

which are of no value to any but

the members of the organiz-

ations." Even if that statement

were true, it would make a very
poor argument, but since the
objection was neither researched
nor factual, it makes for an
embarrassing editorial.
"An even better example is the
Outdoors Club. Only members
of the Outdoors Club can
benefit from SAC funding allo-
tted to that group." Wrong again
erronious (sic) breath. The edi--
tor has made the unfortunate
mistake of choosing two of the
most active and worthwhile
organizations in the SAC to
attack-just for the sake of
onsistency. The slightest bit of
research would have highlighted
the fact that the SAC funding
for the JSA is directed for
non-religious activities which
serve the entire community.
A series of films, bagel brunches,
deli and festival dances are
among the schedule of events
sponsored by the JSA and are in
no way limited to members. The
religious functions of the organ--
ization include the cited Oneg
Shabbats are entirely funded
outside the SAC.

The attack on the Outdoors
Club is equally unjustified and
filled with inaccuracies. If the
editor would take the time to

read the By-laws of the SAC, or
the new SAC Constitution which

the S.C. approved, he would

realize that no SAC group

Activity is limited to members of

the organization. Although the
editorial claims that a student

would have to join the club to

reek (sic) the benefits of the

SAC funding, there are actually
no restrictions for participation
in the Outdoors Club enterpri-
ses. More than one-third of
their funding is directed for an
orientation excursion. The club
also offers a variety of classes in
canoeing and kayaking, rock
climbing and caving as well as

cross-country ski clinics-for the

entire community at absolutely
no cost. Most important, money
budgeted for the the Outdoors
Club primarily goes for the
improvement of the Club's col--
lection of recreational equip-
ment which is available for use
by anyone at Hopkins. Ranging
from tents to skis, the collection
is in constant use by a wide
variety of members and non-
members alike and is possibly
the best service offered by any
SAC organization, including our
newspaper which tends to get
facts wrong in a major way!

This most recent editorial is
just one example of the poor
editorial judgement which the

Homewood community has had
to tolerate for the entire year.

Our News-Letter editor has

exhibited absolutely no concern
for upholding standards of the
print media or any interest in
printing honest, researched facts.

The only legitimate editorial
decision was the recognition that
something should be said about
teams--unfortunately Mr. Riggs
did not know quite what to say.
He obviously comes from the
school of thought that if you
don't know what to say, just
say anything.

It is really nice that in a
year such as this, so much space
has been allotted to the varied
business of the SAC. But unlike
his hero, Socrates, our editor is
unable to "approach questions
with a wide open mind." He is
instead chained by a "variety of
preconceptions." The New--

-Letter created a series of articles

filled with incorrect facts, writ-

ten by misinformed, often un---

-qualified reporters.
One must question the

editorial judgement of the ruling

force which has allowed this
unprofessional style to reach our

newsstands each Friday morn-

ing. Now we may only breathe a

sigh of relief that this dark age

of news journalism will finally

come to an end.

Thank you,
Robert L. Fink
S.C. Treasurer

By the way, Mister Riggs, you
ask your readership to 'pay
attention' and think carefully
about the message of your
parting words before deciding
whether it is 'bullshit.' Well, I've
thought about it, Bobby, and it
is bullshit.

Defense
To the Editor:

Once again I find myself
defending my proposition (April
6, 13, 20, 27, May 4) that the
reason the Hopkins Medical
School does not accept more of
its undergraduates is because the
majority of premedical students
at Homewood lack those non-
academic qualities future doc-
tors must have. Let me first say,
Mr. Franklin, that judging from
my class, certainly a handful of
Homewood graduates will make
fantastic doctors.

Second, you claim that I
have had little contact with
Hopkins preimmis. Well, I must

Conduct Code sponsor Cindy Simon

New Conduct
Code Canned

Sid Goodfriend said he believed
the Code lost because the
members of the SC who voted
for it at the Council meetings
failed to support it during the
referendum. As an example of
SC apathy he cited the forum
that he tried to organize to
explain the Code. He related
that no Student Council member
mho voted for the Code atten-
ded. Therefore, Good friend tried
to explain the Code, but he
himself did not thoroughly un-
derstand it because he was not a
Student Council member when
the Council approved the Code.

Only about 14 persons showed
up including Goodfriend and
Lerner, who represented the
opposition.

Goodfriend also speculated
that the Code's defeat may
indicate student dislike of having
any Conduct Code at all, not
just the particular draft in
question. H He also suggested
that the Council should spend
more time on other matters in
the coming year.

Next year the Code will be
reconsidered by the SC Student
Legal Rights Committee, chaired
by class of '82 Representative
Karen Loebel.

admit that I am DAMN glad
about that. However, from what
little contact that I have had, it
scares me to think that some 70
percent of these people do gain
acceptance to medical schools.

Thirdly, from what I have
been told about the 2-5 BA-MD
program, it seems that you have
twisted things around. The stu-
dents accepted may have good
grades, but a goal of the program
is to find students with unique
talents such that they can
benefit from taking courses at
Homewood without worrying
about grades or competition
with other students. And I
wouldn't doubt that one pur-
pose of the 2-5 program is to
salvage a few Hopkins pre-meds
who would otherwise crack up
from the pressure and competi-
tion after two years.

Finally, how can you be
DAMN proud to be a Hopkins
pre-med when it is revealed in
the News-Letter that there are
students cheating and watching
others cheat in class (Apathy,
May 4)? I shudder to think what

goes on in Lab.
So, pal, you blew it; my

proposition still stands.

Dead
To the Editor:

So, I. bet all you gays
thought I was dead or some-
thing. Actually, I've been sort of
underground to avoid being put
under ground, you get it? After

my letters last semester my loyal
friends at Goucher told me that
every Hopkins male wanted to
beat me up and that the men on
the News-Letter board wanted
to gang-rape me. I've spent a lot
of time commuting between
Towson and my home in Aber-
deen.

As to your article by the
Doctors of Love, I was both
utterly disgusted and stimulated.
This is almost as trashy as that
photo of Marc Nasdor's fanny,
though his rear end was about as
stimulating as a can of roach
killer. Why does Hopkins always
have to pick on Goucher?
Everything the Doctors said
about us is taken for granted.
Why not try Notre Dame? That's
real virgin territory!

I think I know who the
Doctors of Love are, though it
was difficult.

Perhaps the most
cont. on p. 9

the always effervescent,
Weibel Palade
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The Senior Class Film Series Presents

Friday, May 11 7 & 11 p.m.

Saturday, May 12 9 p.m.
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Saturday, May 12 7 & 11 p.m.
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CAMPUS TOURS

The Blue Key Society
is looking for a student

to chair the
Tours Committee
for the 1979-80

academic year. Those
interested must submit
a brief outline of how
they would organize

the tours to
Sue Baisley, Box 25.

For more information
call 243-4660.mummosimimminimoiminimumllimomommiiiimiumummil
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As a service to the
gRAdUATiNg CLASS and ThEiR
EAMMES, the Rathskellar
will be open on

COMMENCEMENT DAyr MAy 31 .

Cold beer, wine, soft drinks
phis AN ASSORTMENT Of

hot and cold sandwiches
will bE AvAllAblE!

(including Pizza-by-the-slice.)

LOCATED IN LEVERING HALL

OPEN 11:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

Food and Bar

The Senior Class Film Series Presents

  MAY 18&19 
DOUBLE FEATURE

GOODBYE
COLUMBUS

With Richard Benjamin and Ali MacGraw

Friday - 7 p.m. Saturday -9 p.m.

Neil Simon's

BAREFOOT IN
THE PARK

With Robert Redford and Jane Fonda

Friday -9 p.m. Saturday - 7 p.m.

ALL SHOWS IN SHAFFER 3
ADMISSION: $1.00 FOR BOTH SHOWS

MAY 25 & 26
Dustin Hoffman
THE GRADUATE

With music by Simon & Garfunkel

Friday & Saturday - 7 & 9 p.m.

ALL SHOWS IN SHAFFER 3

ADMISSION: $1.00 SENIORS FREE



'Hand-Ind-Hand' Held
BY MIKE FINGERHOOD

Bringing joy and happiness

to one thousand retarded indi-

viduals, the "Hand-In-Hand"
program held April 28 at Caton-
sville Community College was
hailed as a huge success by its
coordinator, Mike Dalto.

According to Dalto, this was
the first event of its kind ever

held in the state of Maryland.

Similar events have been staged
in New Jersey, where the pro-

grams originated, Pennsylvania,

Massachusetts and Washington

D.C.
The event was not held at

Hopkins because of scheduling

problems. For the same reason,

the program could not use

Goucher, DaIto's second choice.

However, only 25-30 Hopkins

students participated as a result

of the Hopkins-Maryland lac-

rosse game and the MCAT
examinations which took place

the same day.

Hand-in-Hand brought together people of all ages...

Funding for the program
came primarily from the Student
Council, with a small amount
coming from the Goucher Stu-
dent Organization. In addition,
food was donated by Gino's,
Coke, Pepsi, H&S Bakery and
Green Spring Dairy. The Army
and National Guard had several
displays, including a helicopter
show that excited the crowd.
Clowns, live music, a Punch and
Judy show and various arts and
crafts booths provided addition-
al entertainment.

What made the event truly
unique, according to Dalto, was
the fact that it involved retarded
individuals of all ages, from the
mildly retarded to the wheel-
chair-bound. For many of these
individuals it was the first time
they had been outside of an
institution in a long while.
Having each participant paired
one-on-one with a volunteer
proved rewarding for both par-
ties. Dalto remarked that many
volunteers who had never dealt
with retarded citizens before
may have gotten more out of the
event than their guests.

Dalto expressed hope that
the next "Hand-In-Hand" pro-
gram, to be held next spring or
the fall after, will be at Hopkins.
He feels that there is a need
for Hopkins to get more invol-
ved in community services and
sees this as an excellent oppor-
tunity for the school to do so.

Dredge or Die 

Hopkins Interested In Port
BY HARRY LERNER

The Johns Hopkins Metro
Center and the Maryland Port
Administration co-sponsored a

seminar May 1 on the economic

future of the port of Baltimore.

The event featured a major

policy address by Maryland
governor Harry Hughes.

The port must "dredge or

die," said the Governor, who

committed himself to upgrade

the facility as part of an effort

to improve the Maryland eco-

nomy. The shipping lanes here

have deteriorated because of

silting, but plans to deepen the

channel have been impeded by

debate over disposal of the

resulting sludge.iate answer.

More than three hundred

distinguished citizens from the

academic, business and political

sectors of the city and state, as

well as nine Hopkins under-

graduates, were invited to the

seminar. The program included

lectures in the World Trade

Center, a cruise aboard the Port

Welcome, and dinner at the

Dundalk Marine Terminal.

Metro Center Director Jack

Fisher explained that the annual

event was instituted last year in

honor of the opening of the

World Trade Center, which now

dominates the skyline of the

Inner Harbor. The affair was

funded entirely by private con-

tributions, according to Dr.

Fisher.
"The University has an

important role to play in the
provision of a base of inform-
ation on which discussion of
public policy can draw," Uni-
versity President Steven Muller
told the audience.

The preface to the program
read, "The Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity is forever mindful that it
was the Port which provided Mr.
Hopkins the opportunity to
succeed in the business which
gave life to this University."

Speaking on government
impediments to U.S. export,
lobbyist Raymond Garcia said,
"No longer can this country
afford to have all these restri-
ctions on exports." He cited
action taken by the State
Department to prohibit export
of 100 trucks to Libya for fear
that they would be modified as
military vehicles. That decision
cost the port of Baltimore
$100,000, according to Garcia.

A.T. Knoppers of the
Netherlands Chamber of Com-
merce discussed the different
business practices which Amer-
ican exporters face in Europe.
Among these are "worker parti-
cipation in management and
even the board of directors."
Knoppers explained that emp-
loyees in Europe believe they are
entitled to a voice in the corp-
oration for which they work,
and workers' councils are com-
monly established by law.

Knoppers suggested that
these workers' councils make

labor relations easier if they are

dealt with in a forthright man-
ner, but also pointed out that
European businesses suffer ab-
sentee rates unknown in the U.S.
In comparing the two business
marketplaces, he concluded,
"The U.S. has an over-regulated
society; Europe has a socialized
one."
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.and all colors.

Murnaghan Fills
Place On Bench

Francis D. Murnaghan, a
member of the Johns Hopkins
Board of Trustees, was nomi-
nated to fill a position on the
Fourth Circuit of the U.S. Court
of Appeals by President Carter
Tuesday.

Murnaghan will represent
Maryland on the Fourth Circuit
bench. His position is one of 35
recently created by a statute
entitled the Omnibus Judge Bill,
and one of three such positions
in the Fourth Circuit. The other
two slots are to be filled by
judges from West Virginia and
North Carolina, Murnaghan said.

Currently employed by the
law firm of Venable, Baetjer, &
Howard in Baltimore, Murna-
ghan described himself as
"pleased" by the nomination.

Although he is a friend of
both U.S. Senator Paul Sarbanes
and Assistant U.S. Attorney
General Benjamin Civiletti,
Murnaghan said he thought
neither one had had a great deal
to do with his nomination.

Murnaghan was among five
candidates recommended to
President Carter by what he
described as a "judicial screening
panel." He also said he believed

Attorney General Griffin Bell
had personally supervised the
selection.

In addition to his current
position as a Trustee, Murnaghan
has had connections with the
University throughout his life.
His father, Franci D. Murna-
ghan, served as a professor of
Mathematics at Hopkins be-
tween 1919 and 1948, and was
also chairman of that depart-
ment.

The younger Murnaghan
graduated from Hopkins with a
B.A. in 1941, and from Harvard
Law School in 1948.

Murnaghan said he plans to
continue as a Trustee if he is in
fact appointed to the Fourth
Circuit. His nomination must be
confirmed by the Senate Judi-
ciary Committee and the full
Senate, but the process is
expected to be a formality.

"I would hope that I could
still serve on the Board of
Trustees," Murnaghan said. He
noted that the current Vice-
Chairperson of the Board, Har-
rison Winter, is already one of
the judges on the Fourth Circuit
Bench.

Engineering Degrees
Shunned By Some Grads

cont. from p. 1

the students prefer the Arts and
Sciences diploma. "That's the
school we came to and chose to
attend, anddd that's the school
we want to have a degree from..

"I've never taken a course in
any of the 'Engineering' depart-
ments, so it seems kind of silly
for me to get an Engineering
degree for four years," he
continued.

Math Sciences and Geo-
graphy students will receive
School of Engineering degrees at
the diploma ceremony May 31,
according to Grover, but will be
eligible to return them during
the summer for certificates
which are from the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences. However, he
cautioned that Hooker did not
guarantee that the choice would
be offered.

Starting with the class of
1981, Mathematical Sciences
and Geography majors will be
required to fulfill general School

of Engineering requirements, will be called the Department of

established by an outside accred- Mechanics and the Department

iting agency, Hooker said. These of Civil Engineering/Materials

requirements will specify the Science and Engineering.

number and type of courses that The new Chemical Engineer-

all students in the School of ing department will start off

Engineering must take, thus with two professors from other

ending the problem with grad- University departments, three

uates in Engineering depart- new faculty members, and two

ments who have never taken part-time lecture's, plus possible

Engineering courses. visiting faculty, according to

The School of Engineering Hooker. Dr. William Schwartz,

will first function as an admini- formerly of the Department of
strative unit next year, with six Mechanics and Materials Science,

departments. Electrical Engin- will be chairman of the new

eering, Geography and Environ- department.
mental Engineering, and Math- These additions represent
ematical Sciences, three existing only the first step in the devel-
departments, will be incorpor- opment of the School of Engi-

ated intact into the new school. neering, Hooker commented.

In addition, Mechanics and "The school obviously will grow

Materials Sciences will be split beyond (the current size)," he

into two separate departments, said. "The school is expanding

and a new department, Chemical only as its funding increases.

Engineering, will be created. That's why it will take them

The new bodies formed out maybe five years to reach a

of the old Mechanics and steady state."

Materials Sciences department
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More
Letters

cont. fromp. 5,

well-known Doctor of Love is

that incredible hulk of the

Hopkins campus, a stud of no

mean proportions and is in fact

one of the few Hopkins guys

who is good in the sack. Sadly,

this modern-day Casanova, with

his rippling muscles and hairy

chest, was one of the few (very

few) men who have actually

been able to spurn my charms.

He is truly selective.

Of course, the original Doc-

tor of Love (and in my book,

still the greatest) is that cute

strawberry-blonde who used to

be an editor for the News-Letter.

Despite that disgraceful fact, he

remains a practicing heterosex-

ual. His body is at once both

tight and supple, and he brings

new meaning to the phrase

"hung like a horse." One night,

after plying him with alcohol, I

managed to get him back to my

room, where he performed feats

of passionate lovemaking that

have been unequaled in my

experience with mammals.

By the way, I'm entering a

convent next year to straighten

myself out. You Hopkins gays

have messed me entirely! All I

can say is what I've said in every

letter I've sent you.

Go blow it out your ears,

queers!

With great anguish,

Melissa-Anne Pritchett

'Mused
To the Editor:

The amusing controversy in

your pages which was started by

two pre-med seniors, who com-

plained that Johns Hopkins

Medical School only accepted

three seniors from Johns Hop-

kins, does point up a real prob-

lem of the University. Although

I have no wish to interfere in

this dispute between the stu-

dents and the Admissions

Committee, I would like to

comment on it. Surely, the fact

that Johns Hopkins Medical

School gives no special prefer-

ence, as these pre-meds ask for,

is an indication not of how bad

the pre-med program is here, but

rather of how good the Medical

School is. However, the fact that

very few Johns Hopkins pre-

meds meet the requirements for

"well-roundedness" of Johns

Hopkins Medical School does

suggest that there is something

wrong with the undergraduate

program, probably not primarily

in the pre-med program as such.

It has been my experience that

in most departments here, stu-

dents are not encouraged to take

a broad general program.

Johns Hopkins graduates,

whether they will eventually

become doctors, lawyers, or

college professors, should not be

mere technicians, but rather,

educated people. Most freshmen

at Hopkins do not have the

background in history, liter-

ature, etc. that students entering

European universities have. It

seems to me that it is the job of

this University to give such a

humanistic education to all its

students.

AN ODE TO HOPKINS

Oh fair Hopkins,

' The land of black and blue

How our thighs do quiver

When we think of you.

Although they are not written

Your thoughts are clearly read

That, 'All the girls from Goucher

must love to hop in bed.'

Not to spoil your image

On how you guys do rate

But, man, you just don't make it

Like the guys from Towson State.

The Lax are prime examples

• Of Hopkins' choice red meat,

Ne'er straying far from Homewood

-perpetually in heat.

Too bad we never see you

Except Thursdays at the Rat,

And then it's only "Hey babe,

my apartment's where it's at."

Maybe we mislead you

When we smile and wink

But we've got more to offer

Than what you guys must think.

--Some friends from Goucher

Dance Featured In May
cont. from p. 1

be accepted until Sunday night,

May 13 . All seniors have already

received detailed information

about all of the events and costs.

Anyone who would still like to

sign up is encouraged to do so,

provided treasurer Harry Adler

receives their checks by Friday

at Campus Box 3, or directly

Sunday night at the Glilman

Coffee Shop at 8:30 pm. Direc-

tions, details and tickets for all

events will be sent out to reser-

vation holders some time next

week.
One more event, a free one,

will be a dance under the gradu-

ation tent on Wednesday, May

31, for graduates and their

guests. Music will be by the Zim

Zimeral Orchestra.
The dance will run from eight to
midnight during which time
drinks can be purchased. The
Student Council Social Commit-
tee contributed $500 toward the
dance.

The class officers and grad-
uation social committee have
been planning these events since

September and hope that most

of the Class of 1979 will partici-

pate and enjoy themselves. If

there are any questions, please

direct them to a class officer.

Glee Season Ends
"A sterling performance,"

said freshman Mary Santos of
last Sunday's Johns Hopkins
University Glee Club concert,
the final performance of the

1978-9 season capping a success-
ful year under the new director-

ship of Hugh Wolff.
The Glee Club, accompan-

ied by an orchestra composed of

professional musicians from the

Baltimore area, performed sever-

al selections from Mozart and

Brahms, including Mozart's Lau-

date Dominum (K. 339) and
Brahms' Nanie (Opus 82). The
Club also performed the Lieb-
slieder Walzes (Opus 52), which
featured soloists Patricia Wil-

comb and senior Ben Hellstrom.

The concert was conducted

and orchestrated by Hugh Wolff,

who joined the Club this season.

Mr. Wolff, a graduate of Harvard

University and the Peabody

Conservatory, holds master of

Music degrees in piano and in

orchestra conducting, and is

presently the conductor of the

Peabody Preparatory Orchestra

and the assistant conductor

I of the Annapolis Symphony. As

l a composer, Mr. Wolfis compo-

sitions have been performed

at Harvard, the Phillip's Gallery

and the Kennedy Center Concert

Hall.
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RAILWAY
REQUIEM

A Last Summer iftemories

by Cates Baldridge

A train embodies the two finest attributes of
moral human existence--movement and purpose.

--Ayn Rand

I would be hard pressed to remember the
very first time I ever set foot on that noisy,
looming marvel I eventually learned to call a
train. My father, distrustful of any institution
younger than himself, preferred them to air-
planes, and so, by the time I became aware of
just what it was I was hearing and feeling, the
stacato clicking and gentle rocking of the
Pulman car seemed as natural and as necessary
to me as any other sensation of my eight-year-
old life. To imagine a world without trains back
then would have been inconceivable. Today, it
is a dismal prospect to me yet. This is difficult
to explain to my peers, for trains were already
being avoided in droves when I was riding them
as a boy, and consequently, my friends do not
understand that there is indeed a Glory passing
from the earth.

A qualification needs to be made before I go
any further. When I say "trains," I mean just
that--honest-to-God, long haul, trans-continental
trains--such as The Broadway Limited, The
California Zepher and The Empire Builder.
I most definitely do not mean the sterile sardine.
cans which will probably carry a good many of
you back to the swamps of 'Jersey a few weeks
hence. Riding on one of those items is railroad-
ing's version of taking your sister to the prom,
for thanks to the infinite wisdom of Amtrak, it
is now possible to travel from Boston to Wash-
ington in a shiny toothpaste tube. You may sit
in the French-made Amcoach, stroll to the

Amcafe, purchase an Am & cheese sandwich,

and then retire to the Amtoilet to dispose ()fit

at your convenience. Let me assure you, my

attitude toward the passing of such sorry
excuses for rolling stock will be decidedly
Am-bivalent. The problem is that they aren't so
much trains as half-baked planes with the wings
ripped off. Amtrak claims to have exhumed the
corpse of rail passenger service in the Northeast
Corridor.. .Very well, but piecing the body back
together in such a cold-blooded, sterile fashion
has utterly failed to re-ignite the soul.

To get any romance out of riding a train
today, you have to leave the security of mega-
lopolis and venture inland. There, beyond the
Piedmont's end, the old Titans still rumble
through the night--a little wearily perhaps, and
widely spaced to be sure, but going forward all
the same. Out there, sentiment still rides the
rails, but its time is running out.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

For me, it was the dull, Midwestern plains
which were first transformed into an ever-
changing delight through the half-inch medium
of a train window. My family and I were regular
customers on the Texas Chief betWeen Chicago
and Oklahoma City, and the twenty-car stream-
liner seemed to me an entire third city which
flew gracefully between the other two, propelled
by some unknown magic. The doors between
the coaches were like obstinant slabs of concrete
to my pushing and tugging, so hard to get open
that I knew they must be hiding something
wonderful in the car ahead. The vestibules, with
their shifting joiner-plates and deafening racket,
seemed like dangerous precipices whipped by
winds and continually crumbling under my
buster browns, and I recall peering through the
cracks at the whistling roadbed beneath with a
fascinated terror. It was on those nights aboard
The Chief, wrapped up in the folds of my
father's robe, and watching the Missouri dark-

ness race past beneath the frozen stars, than any
wonder and imagination and philosophy I
possess must have taken root in me. To look
out from a train window at night upon the
running shadows of the countryside is to be
unconnected to the ground, even by the singing
steel wheels. No, the express at night, expecially
if it is a moonlit night, is a world apart, a place
of private thoughts,- suspended somewhere
between the ground and the heavens.

I can't help but become attached to-a train
I've ridden, even once. You see, trains, unlike
the aluminum vultures of the air, have personali-
ties of their own. The rolling stock and the
route combine to make each one unique, and
the monotony which plagues the veteran air
traveller seldom bothers his train-going counte-
rpart. The names, or, more appropriately, the

titles of each train (for every trip is a poem or

novel complete) speak of a long tradition and a
distinct home turf: The James Whitcomb
Reilley, The Sunset Limited, The North Coast
Hiawatha.

Not only the trains, but even the individual
coaches themselves have monikers of distinction.
I remember what a delight it was, in the early
days of Amtrak, to walk the length of the train
and revel in the pot-luck of rolling stock assem-
bled from distant roads. Their names betrayed
from whence they came as easily as their differ-
ent colors: The Loch Sloy, Loch Aburdeen, and

Yukon Trail from the Great Northern, Painted
Desert and Ft. Chisolm from the Santa Fe, Palm
Grove and Santa Maria froam the Seaboard

Coast Line, Mark Twain from the Illinois Cen-

tral. Those were very happy and hopeful times

for railroad buffs, but they turned out to be
short-lived. Those coaches are all the same
color now--Amtrak silver. Their number de:

creases steadily month by month, and it has
become painfully clear that the would-be savior

has proved a charlatan.
Listen, I could tell you all about why we

need passenger trains. I could tell you about

how with a million dollars you can build two

miles of Interstate highway or fifty of railroad

right-of-way (taking up one-tenth the space). I
could tell you that journeys by train are sixteen
times safter than those by plane and thirty-eight

times safer than taking a car. I could tell you
that taking a thousand people out of their cars

and placing them on a single train would save

91% of the fuel and 97% of the pollution. I
could quote facts and figures until I was well

into the sports section--but if you think I'll
mourn more for the economic than the emo-

tion
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tional loss when the last train pulls out on its
final run, you haven't been reading very careful-
ly.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

If the passenger train is a world apart, then
the vista-dome can is surely at one higher
remove from dull reality. An elevated, steel-
ribbed glass bubble extending the length of a
coach, the dome is the holiest of holies for the
hardened railfan. First of all, it is quiet--being a
good fifteen feet above the tracks, there are no
rail-joints clicking or air brakes hissing. The jolts
and jumps seem to fade out once you climb the
stairs, giving way to a smooth ride and an
unobstructed view. Looking ahead, you can see
the silver tops of the coaches as they snake along
between the hills, and watch the signals wink red
as the engine passes them, still a quarter-mile
ahead. Tree limbs brush the panes and birds
soar abreast like porpouses racing a yacht. The
poetry of railroads is nowhere more apparent
than in the vista-dome, for the entire phenom-
enon can be taken in with a turn of the head,
and the world seems all before you. I recall one
night, sitting alone in the darkened dome and
watching a thunderstorm lash the clouds directly
overhead. The silence, the mystery, and the
unreality of the place suggested some eerie,
airborne chapel. To my mind, technology and
nature never complement each other half so well
as on a moving train.

Flying can be romantic too, I suppose, but
not the way Americans go about it today.
Taking the plane is considered by most people
to be a chore, and the airlines go to no great
lengths to refute that assumption. There used to
be a time when "getting there was half the fun,"
but American culture killed that with its insis-
tence that speed vincit omnia. Since the train
takes longer than the Friendly Skies, Americans
assume that it will be just a longer chore, a
longer inconvenience. What they fail to realize
is that taking the train is, or at any rate, should
be, a totally different experience--and one which
is not comparable to plane travel in any signifi-
cant way. It's like masturbating and making
love--the physiological result is the same, but ah!
the getting there—aye, there's the rub.

An example of what I'm talking about
comes easily to mind. Once, while airborne
in one of Braniff's "pop-art" jets, a portly ,lady
who had been stuffed (with no small exertion)
into the high-chair next to me, exclaimed, "Isn't
it amazing that they can manage to serve• all
these hundreds of meals while we're six miles
in the air and going almost the speed of sound?"

'

"Astounding." I replied, looking down at
my cube of Soylent ground-round, plastic
green-beans, hermetically sealed roll,and brim-
ming 3 oz. thimble of coca-cola. "Truly astoun-
ding." Never mind six miles up, those airline
meals look and taste as if they were prepared by
mutants in lunar orbit. Far more fascinating to
me than any high-altitude antics are the finely-
tuned acrobatics which go into turning out a
full, four-course meal on the swaying floor of a
dining car. The bustle is amazing, as waiters
pirouette and heavy pewter plates swing from
kitchen to table with ne'er a mishap. "Train
legs" are much akin to "sea legs," in that those
who possess them can make the novice feel like
a pitiful spastic just by walking half-a-dozen
graceful steps. Amid all the confusion, however,
the amenities are not forgotten: carnations in a
vase, heavy white linen, and all the time you
care to take.

I come 1700 miles to Hopkins each semes-
ter, and getting here in under three hours seems
to minimalize what would otherwise be an
impressive distance. Believe it or not, there's
a lot of country between here and Denver, filled
with a lot of interesting people—interesting
precigely because you see them only for an
instant, in a thousand different aspects, framed
by a moving window.

If you want longer acquaintences, a train is
still the better place. Jammed three-abreast
into airline torture racks, it is difficult to feel
anything other than resentment toward the
unfortunate creature whom fate has decided will
be your fellow-sufferer for the duration. A
journey by rail, however, lets vou get to know
more about people than the shape of their
elbow. The club car, unlike its paltry airborne
counterpart, does not limit you to two micro-
cocktails, and the atmosphere is indusive to
instant cameraderie.

By rail, the distance, the enormity of this
country is emphasized, not trivialized. Believe it
or not, when you get closer to the ground,
America does not still look like somebody
spilled the Wheat Thins on the coffee-table. It
becomes real--it becomes something to be
reckoned with. When I stay up 'till 2 a.m. to see
the Mississippi, wake up amid the suburbs
of Chicago, have dinner in Ohio, and the next
day's breakfast in Pennsylvania dutch country,
I feel as though I've really gone away to college
instead of stepping into some half-assed trans-
porter beam.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Let's get back to the club car for a minute. t
don't know if people who ride long-haul trains
are just more philosophical than the average
person, or whether its the unique setting which
brings out the contemplative side. (I suspect the
latter.) Whatever the cause, club car conversa-
tions are seldom just trivial chit-chat. For some
reason, people will confide with each other a lot
more easily in a club car than would normally be
the case. Perhaps it's just the right combination:
a train trip is long enough to give a sense of
being "fellow-travellers," and yet you know that
if you have another scotch and really spill your
guts, your embarrassing disclosure won't make
any difference after you reach your destination.

And love? Well, maybe I've been reading
too much Agatha Christy or Penthouse, but to
me, every woman on a train has an added bit of
mystery floating around the folds of her dress
or curling slowly from her cigarette. "Is she
travelling alone, or sharing a roomette with her
mother?" If she's sitting by herself in the diner,
looking pensively out the window, I can con-
vince myself that almost any girl looks like
Lauren Bacall. Ah, to be two trains passing in
the night! Don't laugh--there are benefits to rail
transportation which the Amtrak brochures fail
to mention.

Oh yes—Amtrak. I got so carried away I'd
almost forgotten. If any of my fond reminiscing
has piqued your interest, you'd better hurry.
On October 1, barring an unlikely Congressional
bail-out, Amtrak will cut its 27,700 mile system
by 43%. Like the German commander told his
troops as they fell back to Berlin, "This is only a
strategic withdrawal!" Don't believe it for a
minute--the death-throws of the Great Trains
have begun. Of course, the Northeast Am-clones
will remain, The California Zephyr, The South-
ern Crescent, and several other venerable old
soldiers will not. They will die to make the
world safe for Disco, Drive-In McDonalds, and
the Highway Trust Fund. Sterility has won
yet another battle over sentiment, and one
which cannot be justified on any economic
grounds.

These days we have few enough direct links
with our heritage...with things and experiences
which are both distinctly American and yet
unspoiled by Madison Avenue. The Great
Trains are just such things, and riding them is
just such an experience...but this summer may
be the last Hurrah for both.
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This Is The Life!!
Usually around this time of year, Gilman Quad

looks less and less like a college green, and more and

more like Wildwood-by-the-Sea. The only difference is

that here we have no surf and no white-clad vendor

selling Abbott ice cream. Otherwise you'd think, with all

the sunbathers and frisbee-flingers and brew-swiggers and

breeze-shooters, that our stately campus had been

transformed into a scene right out of Gidget Gets a

Herpe. It makes for a nice change of pace.

Last week as I strolled through the quad and took

note of all this, I looked toward Ames Hall and saw two

painters suspended on some contraption that allowed

them to touch up some of the windows (what do they

call those duo-hickies anyway?). Either they were taking

a break, or the happy ruckus on the ground below had

caused them to halt their work and see what was going

on. In any case, I noticed that they wore the most

woebegone looks on their faces. They were both sitting

on the edge of their contraption (scaffold! that's it!)

with their legs dangling. One guy had his chin in his

hand, the other was sadly shaking his head. Both men

stared at the festive scene as if they were astronauts

observing a strange race of beings on another planet.

Neither man spoke; in fact, as they sat there, they

seemed oblivious to each other. But I'll bet I know what

was on their minds. I'll bet they were thinking, "Man,

that must be the life!"
This is the life, friends. Make no mistake about it,

college is like a country club. The dues consist of a term

paper or two and the occasional cracking of a book. The

rest of the time is spent in learning to master a lacrosse

stick, going to inexpensive first-rate films, seeing your

girl friend three or four nights a week, and just generally

leading the proverbial life of proverbial Riley. No

wonder so many junior academia nuts have got their

chops set on graduate school. They know a good thing

when they see it. The chumps are the rest of us who plan

on stashing the old sheepskin next to the blue argyles in

the dresser drawer and then going out to seek "honest

work" Pooey on honest work! I think I'd rather be with

the frisbee faction, to tell you the truth.

Some of my chums refuse to buy my college.

country club analogy. They avow that school is a serious

business, and when I say nay to this, they all take

umbrage. of come, everyone knows Tylenol works faster). I
maintain, however, that what you learn in school is

frequently forgotten in a matter of months, along with

the winner of last year's Stanley Cup. When I was a

junior in high school, my English teacher told me that in

five years' time, I wouldn't be able to remember a single

thing he said in his class. But, he added, I would remem-

ber his little eccentricities. The way he paced would

stick in my mind, he said, as would the way he used to

chew tobacco and spit across the room and into a trash

can. Funny, but I don't remember any of those things.

- I can't remember much from my first three years at

Hopkins either. That's scary, because I'm obviously

shelling out forty-five hundred saffiolians a year to

learn stuff and then forget it. So to assauge my panic,

the other day I compiled a list of the ten things I've

learned and remembered since attending the Johns

Hopkins University. Here 'tis:

1) Nobody came to Mozart's funeral because it was

raining that day.
2) Lenin was sexually frustrated. This fact led to

the Russian Revolution.

by Patrick Ercolano
3) The stripe on Nike tennis shoes is called a

"swoosh."
4) The world's oil supplies will dry up in 1990, thus

precipitating nuclear war and the annihilation of civil-

ization as we now know it.

5)
noise as
one).

6) When Chekhov died, his body was put in a crate

marked "HERRING."

Memorex cassette, tapes don't make as much

Ampex cassette tapes (a pre-med told me this

7) It's less expensive to buy four or five dual-

-pocketed paper folders every semester than to buy one

large multi-pocketed plastic folder every year.

8) Shakespeare probably didn't die bitter and

unhappy.
9) Wallace Stevens, the poet, was an insurance

company executive, and he rarely left Connecticut.

10) If you ask Bella Roma for a regular cheese

pizza, they'll still give you extra cheese.

There you have it. And to think I still have one

more year of school to broaden the horizons of my

already vast knowledge.
That's right, one more year of country club living,

so don't rush me! I suppose you thought this was going

to be one of those typical senior-News-Letter-ego-

tripper-says-kiss-off-stooges articles. To be honest, I'd

much rather watch the stickball game going on right now

in the 'back alley than slave over this hot typewriter.

And I do mean hot: two 10-page term papers and one

five-pager, all in the space of six days. Plus this. I guess

it's all part of my dues.
Everyone have a nice summer, okay? As for me, I

think I'm going to join those kids and their softball

game. It looks like they need an umpire.

Hot News, Etc.

Collegiate Co-habitation
(CPS) --If you, like thousands of other students, are

living with your beloved without "benefit" of marriage,

you're in good company. The U.S. Census Bureau

reports that, over the past decade, the number of such

couples has more than doubled.

As of 1978, an estimated 1.1 million couples -- or

2.3 percent of all man-woman couples residing in t
he

same household -- "co-habitate."

Pennsylvania State University professor Graham B.

Spanier attributed the popularity of cohabitating to

"parents and society becoming less critical as long as it

(co-habitating) doesn't result in parenthood, and as long

as those involved are independent economically."

Other reasons for the increase, Spanier told Associ-

- ated Press, include the baby boom generation now in

young adulthood, and a tendency toward more honest

reporting on part of those surveyed.

Also, people are apt to delay marriage these days,

Spanier said. In 1977, the median age at marriage for

U.S. males was 24.0 years and 21.6 years for females,

the highest since World War II.

Spanier also revealed that:
-More than half of the cohabiting couples have been

married previously. Of this group, 38 percent are under

35 years old; 30 percent are 35-54; and 32 percent are

55 or older.
-Cohabiting couples are most likely to live in large

cities.
-Interracial couples are found in considerably

greater proportion among co-habiting couples than in

married pairs.

Jocks Caught In Fraud
MADISON, WI (CPS) --The bookstore first thought

something was amiss when a couple of students asked to

be reimbursed for books purchased on credit slips with

false names.
Bookstore personnel alerted the district attorney,

and now 50 athletes at the University of Wisconsin-

Madison, where athletes on scholarships get $150 in

book credits, are under suspicion for allegedly perpet-

rating a book theft scheme.

DA James Doyles said investigators found that

athletes without scholarships were copying the book

[The Sunday Experience
Final Schedule for

Academic Year 1978-79

MAY 13: "A SOCIO-POLITICAL APPROACH TO STRESS

MANAGEMENT: A HOLISTIC PERSPECTIVE"

Geno Pometto and Dr. Bob Atkins

MAY 20: "NUCLEAR RISKS: COVER-UP AND ANSWERS"

Peter Franchot - General Counsel for the Union of Concern-

ed Scientists; George Tomlin - Chesapeake Energy Alliance;

Virginia Witt - SANE

MAY 27: "WORKING FOR CAPITALISM"

Dr. Ric Pfeffer - Associate Professor of Political Science, JHU

11:00 am

Listening/Viewing Room Levering Hall

Office of the Chaplain 338-8188

credit forms of scholarship athletes. The DA also charges

that scholarship athletes have added extra books to their

lists to give away to friends.
At least one person, an athlete's roommate, will be

charged with theft by fraud, Doyle said. Meanwhile,

associate athletic director Otto Breitenbach is denying

everything. There was a "misunderstanding of scholar-

ship terms." Though "some extra books were pur-

chased," there was, according to Breitenbach, "no fraud

of any kind."

DON'T CRY...
YOU HAVEN'T MISSED
YOUR CHANCE TO VOTE!!

NEWS-LETTER ELECTIONS

TODAY AT 5 PM IN THE GATEHOUSE.

ALL STAFF MEMBERS MUST ATTEND.
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The book that "cost
Richard Pfeffer his
academic career."
—Staugh ton Lynd

WORKING
FOR
CAPITAL1$M

Richard Pfeffer

For seven months, while on
sabbatical from teaching
political science at Johns
Hopkins, Richard Pfeffer
worked as a forklift operator
in a Baltimore piston-ring
factory. He emerged from
that period a confirmed
Marxist and wrote WORKING
FOR CAPITAL1$M, a vivid
record and powerful state-
ment of his experience with
the crippling effects of
capitalism. He was sub-
sequently denied tenure at
Johns Hopkins for "insuf-
ficient scholarship." Since
then, WORKING FOR CAPI-
TAL1$M has been called:

"A major achievement. .
I recommend this book to
anyone, layperson and
scholar alike.... Must read-
ing."
—Edward S. Greenberg, Professor

of Political Science, University

of Colorado

"An absorbing expose. .
It ranks right up there with
Braverman's classic LABOR
AND MONOPOLY CAPI-
TAL."
--John G. Gurley, Professor of
Economics, Stanford University

"A rigorous, almost re-
morseless, quest for truth and
rational understanding of
American work relationships.

. . . It has persuaded me." •
---Staughton Lynd

$5.95 paperback
$20.00 cloth

Come meet Richard Pfeffer at
the 31st Street Bookstore on
May 12th from 11 AM to 2 PM,
425 East 31st Street.

COLUMBIA
University Press

Dept. JN, 136 South Broadway,

Irvington, New York 10533. Send

check or money order plus $1.30

per order for postage and

handling.

HOW TO FLY
TO THE SUN WITHOUT

BURNED.

Introducing the
Discount Tan
In your own backyard the
summer sun can make you
look and feel like a million. But
let's face it, your own backyard
can get boring. If you've got
some vacation coming, why
not spend it under a sun that's
a lot more exotic:

With that in mind Inter-
Collegiate Holidays intro-
duces the Discount Tan.
We've done a little bargain-
ing on your behalf in the
Bahamas, one of the best
places on earth to grab an
exotic, tropical island tan.
The Bahamas
The beautiful Bahamas. We
offer you a choice of vaca-
tions: first the Inter-
Collegiate Program. Hotels
on the doorstep of the
Atlantic and the kind of
people you'll want to
meet. Second, Club
Med. We're the offi-
cial campus booking
agent for these
world-famous
resorts. Our flights
are on American
Airlines and that
means service.
You'll love the
Bahamians. They're
just like the climate
they live in—consis-
tently warm.

Getting a Discount on Your
Next Tan...The Flying
Discount Card.
The Bahamas is full of shops, restau-
rants, night-clubs and other diversions.
The Flying Discount card was designed
to give you a break on these and other
good times around the beach. The Dis-
count Tan is just the vacation package
you need to look and feel your summer
best. Without over-exposing your
wallet.

FL) 1028 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

INTER COLLEGIATE HOLIDAYS INC. (202) 265-9890

I'm impressed. Send me more information on.

S Discount Bahamas-499.00 per person double occupancy 8 days/7 nights
including hotels, transfers and a get-acquainted cocktail party plus the Flyinga
Discount Card. Offer good May 1 through December 15, 1979.

S Club Med—$380-410.00 per person including meals and all activities.
Si I've called you at 212-355-4705 or 800-223-0694 and I'm sold. Enclosed is my

deposit of $50.

Name  Telephone  

Address 

City    State Zip

Dates of Trip   Destination 

SUMMER JOB$
Norrell Temporary Services offers summer and school break jobs to students,
from one day assignments to several weeks or longer. You can earn as much as
S1500.00 during June, July and August.

We specialize in office and light warehousing positions from file clerks, secre-
taries, typists, accounting clerks, survey workers to inventory takers, packers
and shipping clerks.

You can work every day or a
few days depending upon your
summer vacation plans.

Call your nearest Norrell office
to get all the details. There's
never any placement fee or
contract to sign. Supplement
your college expenses by work-
ing when and where you want
with the fastest growing tem-
porary service in the country.

BALTIMORE. . (301) 659-0500

TOWSON (301) 296-4080

COLUMBIA (301) 730-5706

D.0 (202) 659-4013

ROCKVILLE . . .  (301) 468-2260

FALLS CHURCH  (703) 379-2400

Nome
SERNICES, INC.

OFFICES COAS1"10 COAST . . . .

LOOK IN THE WHITE PAGES AND CALL THE
NORRELL OFFICE NEAREST YOU
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Radio Radio
Newman, Toby Steed and the others

who have worked with them cannot be

praised enough for the innumerable
avant-garde jazz concerts they have
brought to Hopkins this year. With
performances ranging from Lol Coxhill's
solo saxophone to Daevid Allen's Gong
and the Gong Fest, each concert brought
accomplished musicians offering some-

thing different to the discriminating
listener. With a personal love for the

music and close relations with many

of the musicians, Newman and Steed have

been able to bring leaders in avant-garde

music to Baltimore, thus establishing

Hopkins as the progressive capital of the

Baltimore area.
Although the concerts tend to draw a

large off-campus audience, they have

given students an opportunity to be

exposed to the most experimental music

in the world today. It is these kinds of

activities which open up whole new

horizons of art, so imperative to a thriv-

ing cultural scene. The Fine Arts Com-

mittee, more than any other group on

campus, is committed to these ideals. If

the concerts next year continue at

anywhere near the same rate, I can only

hope that more students will find the

time and energy to attend.
On a more traditional wavelength,

WJHU has made FM music a little less

traditional. While there are still a number

of quirks in the system, the simple fact of

being on the air is a tremendous step. Its

format is a welcome break from the

humdrum of other Baltimore stations,

making WJHU an important radio station

with a great future.
Always changing in its infancy, the

late night slots devoted to 'progressive

rock' are just what the station needed to

escape the banality of WLPL and

98Rock. Don Gordon on Tuesdays and

Neal Blaxburg on Thursdays play a

consistently exciting blend of New Wave

and more traditional rock, whatever

either of those terms mean. They are the

best WJHU has, although the slot offers

something new and different every night.

I still can't understand why jazz is

from 6-9 in the mornings, and I think the

classical programming should be a little

more structured, but WJHU has great

potential. The newscasts are close to

professional quality, and with some more

on the air training, our station could be

the best in Baltimore. Unfortunately,

now it only reaches six miles.

Entertainment Wrap-Up
by Stephen Barr

The performance ten days ago of Stuart Cohen's Downtown marked

the end of a long year of exciting, vital and continually expanding cultural

activities on the Hopkins campus, a year which included the concerts

presented by Ken Newman and the Fine Arts Committee; the two issues

of Zeniada; the advent of FM Radio; the work of Mark Norton and

the Chaplain's Office to bring concerts like the Nighthawks, and events

like the showing of Rocky Horror Picture Show. These 'happenings,'

along with many others, contributed to an arts scene which was very

much alive.
My aim as Arts Editor of the News-Letter has been to be as responsive

as possible to these on-campus developments. Unfortunately, with only

two pages a week and a limited staff, I have been unable to fulfill some of

these goals. I would like, now, to redeem myself by calling attention to

some of the most important events of the past year. As I move on to

other things, I think it's important to recognize the important work that

has been done and hope that the future will bring even greater success.

A Way To Expand
The Humanities

Cheers for Zeniada, a magazine

which has begun to blossom. Dedicated

to publishing high-quality undergraduate

expository and creative works, Zeniada
resembles The New Republic, Atlantic

Monthly, and The New Yorker. Hope ful-

ly, with forthcoming issues, the resem-

blance will grow beyond the superficial.

The format of the Spring 1979 issue

is calculated to definitely impress. The

lettering style on the cover, copied from

The New Republic, imparts a profession-

al, established air at first glance. The

Contents page is set in the same type as

the Atlantic Monthly's. The Profile
section of the magazine, comparable to

the New Yorker feature of the same

name, does not run on interminably.

Zeniada would remain immune from

criticism if its contents were of as high

quality as those of, the magazines it

imitates. One should be grateful for small

blessings at Hopkins, though: the closest

Zeniada comes to pornography is the

"Interview," perhaps borrowed from
Playboy's feature.

Quality, always a matter of taste,
seems uneven in this swing issue. Though

well written, some articles are dull. A
piece on Baltimore which affected

Hopkins lives might be more appropriate

than one on death and injury at Sparrows

Point, a story which could have been left

to the newspapers. Stuart Cohen's

writings on the Humanities examined an

important area often ignored and malign-
ed at Hopkins. The very existence of

Zeniada shows an effort by some to
improve and expand Hopkins Humanities.

The staff of Zeniada would do well

by diligently avoiding the juvenile when

selecting fiction and poetry. Two poems

and one story in this, issue stand out:

Adam Stern's "Proteus Crossing," Noah
Schenkman's "Elegy" and Daisy Taylor's
"Magic." A magazine filled with such
works would live up to the legacy of the

ancestors it has chosen.

by Danna Eisman

Zeniada

88.1 FM JI

- Lip Service
A year with even a single event which

has students dancing around and having a
good time could be called a 'good' year.
This year there were two, and Mark
Norton had his hand in both of them. As
the exceptional co-organizer of Weekend
Wonderflix for the past two years,
Norton brought Rocky Horror Picture
Show to Hopkins for a weekend in
October, along with all the hysteria which
has accompanied it around the country.
Lines extended across Shriver Quad, and
the costume contest on Saturday night
brought out the 'best' in everyone. It was
a show that saw the campus and the
students come alive and out of the
closet.

The other event, a little more tame,
was the Nighthawks concert in March.
One of the most popular 'small time'
bands in the country, they had the
audience in Shriver dancin' to rhythm
and blues all night long. The organization
and execution was highly professional,
and I can only hope that there will be
more concerts like the Nighthawks in the
future. Kudos to Norton for the tremen-
dous work he has done to promote, and I
mean promote, the arts at Hopkins for
the past few years.

The creative music scene also thrived
this year. Chester's Place continued
to showcase the best music this area
offers, and this year Hopkins students
finally began to be heard. This has a lot
to do with the Music Coop organized at
the beginning of the year. As a forum for
musicians, it brings together people with
various talents and interests, resulting in
new campus bands and a vibrant music
scene.

No Mercy, organized last year under
many names, has developed into a quality
band with performances around Balti-
more this past winter and spring. Called
"Baltimore's hottest new band," mem-
bers of No Mercy have committed them-
selves to a musical career. But the
presence of neW bands with members
simply "getting together and making
music" has been deeply felt. Desperate
Living, Airborne and Boah are some of
the many which have formed during the

year. Through the work of the Coop,
there has been a "rennaissance" of
musical groups and a new musical sensi-

bility among listeners throughout the
campus.

Television by Lisa Kay Pease
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stit74,,Rod Stewart Must Die
So who gives a damn about music

criticism?
Well, I do, for one, but I seem to be

in the minority around here.
Think about it for a second: When

was the last time you were influenced by
a reviewer to buy a record by an artist
you were totally unfamiliar with? The
same year the Cubs last won the World
Series, I'll bet.

It's hard to believe that in England,
critics do matter. If Allan Jones of
Melody Maker raves about the latest
release from, say, Wally and the Cocks,
you can rest assured that several thousand
limeys are gonna rush out and snatch up
Wally's disc sight unseen. Amazing but
true.

In this country, as you may know,
the combined power of all rock critics is
about equal to that of Mark Belanger.
Batting left-handed. Against Ron Guidry.
With two fractured wrists.

So why in God's name would any
American youth in his right mind aspire
to be a music critic?

For the money? Hardly. To see his
name in print? Well, maybe at first, but
the thrill wears off quickly. To get a
bunch of free records in the mail every
day? Um, you're getting warmer. To
receive free front row tickets and back-
stage passes to every major concert that
hits his town? Yeah, that might have
something to do with it, Slim.

Personally, though, I get my kicks
out of stuffing my opinions down
peoples' throats. There, the Dead Ken-
nedys are great. Kindly swallow it whole.
And enjoy the flavor.

No, seriously, I hope that my articles
this year have left some kind of impres-
sion on you, whether it's "Gee, what a
hip, witty, intelligent guy!" or "Gee,
what big dick!"

AU/4/V1//1/1111/11/01/1 IlL

Since I started writing for the mass media
this past October, it's been a real blast.
Not only don't I have to steal all my LP's
from Korvettes anymore, but I've actu-
ally gotten the chance to meet some of
my guitar-wielding heroes.

I've spoken with the Boomtown Rats
and found out that they think the Clash
suck. I've talked with the Jam and
discovered that they think the Boomtown
Ras suck. Two weeks ago I met Crocus
Be emoth of Pere Ubu and was told that

the same; very rarely will you hear one
mutter a good word about another music
writer.

"Oh, him? Well, what do you expect
from somebody with long hair?"

"If egos were ground beef, that guy
would be a walking Big Mac."

"He's a complete asshole."
"I realize I'm the best critic in

Baltimore, but it's a hollow victory
because every other one's a hopeless
boob."

What, Me Music Critic?
th Jam suck.

You know, I can't wait till the Clash
tour again so I can ask them what they
think of Pere Ubu.

Music writers, I've found, are exactly
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The final 'happening' is Downtown itself. Taking the largest risks and investing the
greatest amount of energy and time, Downtown is a crucial event in the upsurge of
participation in and appreciation of the arts at Hopkins. A completely student-
organized and executed production, Downtown, despite its brevity, will hopefully
have much greater long-term effects.

It would be possible to praise the production techniques highly while criticizing
the subject matter, but this would be counterproductive. The most important thing
about Downtown is that it happened. The combined student input and interest and
the overall audience experience make Downtown an extremely exciting and important
event.

Unfortunately, I have doubts whether it could happen again. The administration
probably supported the production simply because there was nothing like it. In the
future, though, instead of allocating funds to new and different projects, powers that
be are apt to refuse support, instead directing interested students to already existing
organizations such as the Student Council and the Barnstormers.

The arts at Hopkins certainly need more events like Downtown, where students
are directly involved in every facet of production. These kinds of activities are gener-
ally not promoted and supported by administration and other university-wide bureau-
cracies. It is my hope that with the upsurge created by Downtown, growth in other"
artistic directions can be continued and even accelerated next year, making Hopkins a
thriving, vital force in the overall academic experience.

No kidding, folks, these are attual
quotes from local rock critics about their
brethren_ It's a shame they feel this
way, really, because the truth of the
matter is that every music writer around

here has something to say, a different
viewpoint to offer. (Except, of course,
for that smelly hippie who writes for the
Evening Sun and still prays to Bob Dylan.
He's gotta go.)

More often than not, your efforts
will go unappreciated in this business, so
you just have to convince yourself that
you're doing the most you possibly can. I
mean, realistically, I know I'm never
gonna get the chance to drive a pick-axe
through Rod Stewart's skull; the best I
can do is knock the livin' snot out of his
albums-and keep my fingers crossed
that the package bomb I mailed yesterday
will soon be arriving safely at his door.

See ya in September!

Steve Randall, a Social and Beha-
vioral Sciences major, coined the famous
saying, "Hatred of Barry Manilow ain't
no nine-to-five job. It's a way of life."

The New
Barbarians
Nine Dollars*

No special guests
No excitement

No Fun

Nine Dollars*

Shoulda gone to see
the Dead

or the Orioles

Nine Dollars*

--R.S. McDougall--

*Plus Tax
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ANDY COHEN MADELINE RIVLIN
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ELLIOT GROVER ELLEN STECKER
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We'll miss you!
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Celebrate *
* the Last Day of Classes

Today

Friday,

May 11

1:30 -

4:30 p.m.

Michael Hedges Band

in the Freshman Quad

Congratulations to the Senior Class from Flying Monkey

s-4

10 Kegs

of

FREE

BEER!!!

This event is cosponsored by the Flying Monkey Concert Series and the Senior Class.
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Laxmen End Spotless Season 

Blue Jay Stickmen Sink Squids, 17-10
BY DELAWARE DAVE

EINOLF

For the first time in thirty-
eight years the explosive Hop-
kins Lacrosse team completed its
regular season undefeated,
trouncing Navy 17-10 Saturday.

Not to be upstaged in a
television appearance prior to
the Kentucky Derby, Hopkins
quickly jumped into the lead
and held it for the entire game.
The Blue Jays finally midfield
outclassed their Academy coun-
terparts and finally scored a few
goals to show that they could
become a vital part of the
Hopkins offense.

All the offensive compon-
ents of the Jays' championship
squad were functioning Saturday
as they racked up their highest
point total of the season. Coach
Henry Ciccarone was pleased
with the results, saying, "We
played our best game of the
season."

With their impressive per-
formance against Navy, the
unbeaten Jays successfully def-
ended their top position in the
final Coaches' poll, gaining the
first seed for finals, which will
open here on Wednesday, May
16.

Blue Jay midfielders Scott
Baugher and Dave Huntley each
got hat tricks, with three goals
apiece, while Baugher assisted
with an inside pass to fellow
middie Wayne Davis. Davis went
on to score that goal and assist
on another. Face-off man Ned
Radebaugh, who leads the Jay
midfield in ground ball recovery,
picked up three assists and a
goal, and his crucial face-off
talent accounted for Jeff Harris's
goal 22 seconds into the second

quarter.
Harris was the game's attack

standout as he pulled in feeds

from Jim Bidne and Steve Wey
to lead the Blue Jay downfield

attack with three goals. Fresh-

man Jeff Cook seemed to want

to fill Mike O'Neill's cleats as he

leapt through the air to dump

the ball over his shoulder, right

past Navy goalie Jeff Johnson

for a goal.
The reserve attack also

connected when it was inserted

late in the game to face reserve

goalie Justin Pavoni. Barney
Fields and Mike Donnelly added
goals to increase their point
totals, and midfielder Mike Mc-
Gee earned his first goal of the
season, for Hopkins' last goal of
the game.

Despite many outstanding
players on the attack, the
spectacular performers of this
season have been goalie Mike
Federico and his right-hand man,
Mark Greenberg. Greenberg and
Federico, probably First Team
All-America choices, have
clamped down on attackers with
lightning efficiency. Although
Federico has occasionally thwar-
ted an entire team of attackers,
the real hero of many of this
year's contests has been Green-
berg, whose sparkling perfor-
mances have left opponents and
their coaches in total awe all

season long. Greenberg's hard-

hitting man-to-man defensive

tactics have rendered the scoring

stars of Division I, Bob Boniello

(Maryland), Ned Gerber (Cor-

nell), Bato Pelington (UV), and

Mike Buzzell (Navy), virtually

powerless in their teams' offen-

sive drives.
With this kind of talent, the ,

upcoming Division I playoffs

should be exciting and intensely

played. Assuming that Hopkins

wins its first playoff contest,

the next game will be here as

well, on Saturday, May 19. The

NCAA Division I finals will be

held at the University of Mary-

land College Park in Byrd
Stadium on Saturday, May 26.

QUIK STIX : Blue Jay
Coach Henry • Ciccarone has ,
never lost to Navy...Dartmouth
zapped third-ranked Cornell by
defeating the Big Red 12-11 on
Wednesday. Cornell hadn't lost
to the Big Green since 1965
...Delaware put up a valiant fight
against the Terps, going down in
defeat 21-15. The Blue Hens
wrapped up a 13-2 season, much
better than last year's 7-7
performance.. .Hopkins will play
the eighth-ranked team, to be
announced on Sunday, May
13...Delaware Dave has Hopkins
over Maryland in the finals,
12-9; the spread is 2 and one-
half points.

Blue Jay Attacker Jeff Harris challenges a Navy defender on his way to one of his three goals in.
last Saturday's 17-10 romp over the Middies.

HEW Tells NCAA.... 

Equal $$For Ladies,Now
By AIAW Annie

(CPS)--Both sides are pre-
paring for the worst.

Ever since the Department
of Health, Education and Wel-
fare (HEW) announced last. Dec-

At 10:00 pm on Thursday,
May 24, the Athletic Center will
close its doors for the current
school year. All students and
faculty members who have lock-
ers in the downstairs locker
rooms must turn in their inner
gear and clean out their lockers
by that time.

Graduating seniors should
also clean out their lockers.
However, they will be allowed to
use the facility and its daily-use
lockers through May 31.

Because their schools re-
main in session, the students and
faculty of the School of Med-
icine and the School of Hygiene
may use the facility until May
29.

Kaufman Honored 

Wilson-Wood Tdi 4 Gum
BY BOB STENGEL

Wilson/Wood, backed by a

strong showing in the spring

intramural sports, captured the

dormitory intramural title by a

small margin over Hollander.

The fraternity trophy was awar-

ded to TEP, with DU placing

second. In the independent

league, the Wildmen outscored a

persistent News-Letter team to

win their intramural trophy.

Terry Kaufman was awarded the

G. Wilson Shaffer award for

outstanding service to the intra-

mural program by a graduating

senior. All of these presentations

were made during halftime of

the Hopkins-Navy lacrosse game.
In B.I.A. lacrosse action, the

Attractions defeated Gilder-
sleeve and ATO defeated Reefer
Madness to gain berths in the
finals. In a rain-marred game the
ATO defense, without the ser-
vices of star goalkeeper Dave
Bonnette, could not contain the
powerful offense of the Attrac-
tions. The game ended with the
Attractions on top, 12-7.

DU and RU Kidding Me
reached the finals of the B.I.A.
softball playoffs with defeats
over Wilson/Wood and the Nads
respectively. DU edged RU Kid-
ding Me 7-6 behind the play of
shortstop Dan Kennedy.

The B.I.A. track meet was
held April 29 and was high-
lighted by several stellar perfor-
mances. Hollander won the
dormitory competition and TEP
won the fraternity competition.
The Wildmen fielded the best
independent team in the meet.

B.I.A. TRACK RESULTS

100 yd. dash. . . . Gil Cruz 10.9
440 yd. run  Bill Sick 56.2
880 yd. relay . . Hollander 1:44
Mile run  Finson 5:16
Shot Put . Rich Bernstein 37'4"
High Jump . Richard Buss 5'6"
Long Jump . Joe Shirley 16'10"
Pentathlon  Jim Bourdon

ember that schools would have
to spend about the same amount
of money on women's athletics
as on men's athletics, the Na-
tional Collegiate Athletic Ass-
ociation (NCAA) and many
of its 726 member schools have
lobbied vigorously against the
proposed regulations. The pro-
posal is the latest addition to
Title IX of the Educational
Amendments of 1972, which
prohibit schools from placing
conditions on women's educa-
tion that are not on men's.

Most recently, a Washing-
ton, D.C. public relations firm,
de Harte Associates, has been
hired by an informal coalition of
some 300-odd schools to combat
the equal spending proposal. The
‘ICAA is also favoring a program
that would force congressional
review of the proposed rules, a
move that opponents claim will
result in its veto.

Meanwhile, the Association
for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (AIAW), and a coalition
of 56 organizations involved
with women's sports, have laun-
ched a "red-alert" letter-writing
campaign. Earlier last week, they
sponsored a demonstration in
front of the White House.
They're all for equal spending
rules, but they're also concerned
about another section of the
regulations--that spending diff-
erences will be allowed if it is
based on "non-discriminatory
factors, such as cost of a parti-
cular sport, or the scope of
competition."

This section is seen by most
as opening a possibility that the
two big-time college sports,
football and men's basketball,
would be exempt from equal
spending requirements.

This possibility is what has
the NCAA and many colleges
lobbying so intensely. NCAA
officials claim that if women's
sports receive the same amounts

football and basketball get,
schools will have to come up
with an additional $60 million a
year. And, the NCAA argues,
that figure could escalate to a
quarter billion a year as more
females, attracted by improved
programs, enter athletics. The
NCAA thus wants equal spend-
ing exemptions for football And
men's basketball.

But the Coalition for Girls
and Women in Education is
opposing any ideas about exem-
ptions because it would end up
defusing the regulations and
could even work to the detri-
ment of women's athletics.

In many men's athletic
programs, the AIAW argues,
most money is spent on football
and basketball, and exemption
of them could mean exempting
60-80 percent of the men's
budget. Allocations for some
women's programs could then
exceed the remaining 20-40
percent of the men's budget,
resulting in women's programs
giving money back to the men's
programs.

Exemptions, AIAW charges,
would "perpetuate inequities
brought about by decades of
gross discrimination." It could
result in the introduction of
other amendments that would
"slowly and entirely gut" Title
IX, cautions Grace Marshall of
the Project on the Status and
Education of Women.

NCAA, on the other hand,
views big-time football and bas-
ketball as moneymakers and also
as a tradition that shouldn't be
sacrificed to women's sports.
The two sports are the major
expenditures of men's athletics
budgets, they concede, but they
also bring in revenues through
gate receipts and alumni contri-
butions.

Donald Parham, director of
athletics at Southeastern Okla-

cont. on p. 18
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Title IX .
cont. from p. 17

homa State University outlined'
the importance of other aspects
of football. "Our football pro-
gram operates at a great loss of
revenue. It is extremely expen-
sive. It is, however, as old as the
University. It is a focal point, a
source of pride and pleasure (to
men and women alike), and a
force for unifying the instit-
ution.," he told Higher Edu-
cation Daily.

But Coalition members
counter that football is self-
supporting at only 20 percent
of schools. And they agree that
Title IX regulations will indeed
upset tradition. As AIAW spoke-
sperson Jane Habiger put it, "It

MOSCOW 1900

Without your help,
we can't afford to win.
Make check payable to:
U.S. Olympic Committee,
Box 1980-P, Cathedral Sta.
Boston, MA 02118
Your contribution is tax-deductible

may be that schools will have to
look more realistically at spend-
ing 90 percent of the men's
budget on a sport where only 11
people are involved."

HEW, meanwhile, is strad-
dled squarely on the middle of
the fence. David Tatel, director
of the Office for Civil Rights,
which oversees compliance of
Title IX, has given a flat no to
questions of exemption, while
acknowledging that sports bud-
gets can "allow for higher
equipments costs and level of
competition in intercollegiate
football."

Both NCAA and AIAW have
cont. on p. 19 Sophomores Marilee Worsfold and Hala Makowska on the move against Hood College earlier this season.

Girls Meet Greyhounds

Lady Laxers In Division II Tourney
BY BOB RIGGS

The Johns Hopkins Wo-
men's Lacrosse team split a pair
of games this week to end its
regular season with a 8-7-1
record, marking the first time
that the squad has finished
over .500.

Saturday, Hopkins tri-
umphed 2-0 over Notre Dame in
a game that featured solid
defense in an otherwise lack-
luster performance. The Lady
Jays were faster, stronger, and
more skillful than the Notre
Damers, and played most of the

game on the Notre Dame end of
the field.

However, they were unable
to dent the net behind the tough
Notre Dame goalie until late in
the first half when center Lisa
Gottesfeld notched her sixth
goal of the season to send
Hopkins ahead. Marney Wors-
fold added the other Blue Jay
score of the day.

Tuesday afternoon, the Jay
squad traveled up Charles St. to
take on the Loyola Greyhounds
in a rematch of the game won by
Loyola 6-1 at Anne Arundel
Community College two weeks
ago. Although they were able to

Don't leave school without it.
Now that you're going out into the
world, you're going to need the
American Express•Card. It's indis-
pensable, for vacations or business.

But don't wait, because we've
made it easier to get for graduates.
All you need is a $10,000 job (or
the promise of one). It'll be tougher
later, so look for this display in the
Student Center and other locations
around campus.

The American
leave school without it.

ress

•
iNtrgiwzir,034

/I

Card. Don't I

contain Loyola's attack a bit
better, the Hopkins women
appeared demoralized after fal-
ling behind and again took a 3-1
loss.

The Greyhounds, now 13-2
on the season, received goals
from their biggest star and
leading scorer, Mary Beth Akre,
as well as from Diane Lederer
and Patty Allen. Hala Makowska
scored Hopkins' lone tally unas-
sisted late in the second half.

The women taxers will
travel today to Hollins College,
near Roanoke, Virginia, for the
12-team U.S.W.L.A. Division
Tournament. Should Hopkins be
able to handle unheralded

Longwood College in the open-
ing round game at 11:00, they
will earn the privilege of meeting
the Greyhounds for still a third
time at 3:00 p.m.

However, the Hopkins play-
ers are optimistic about their
chances in the tournament.
"We're in a slump, but we're
going to pull ourselves out of it
for the tournament," said attack
wing Ellen Lim.

Lim also said she hopes the
referees will do a better job in
the event than they did in the
game Tuesday. "The officiating
(in the Loyola game) was pretty
bad, just like in the • Maryland
game," she commented.

AIR C TI\G & DESIGN
 FORMEY & WOM

JUST 1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS!

OpEN TUESdAy - SATURdAyr 9 - 5 pm

cAll 235-7083 FOR AppoiramENTs

N

Goodbye Hopkins, it was fun while it lasted!

Hours
Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri 9-5:30
Thurs. 9-8, Sat. 9-12:30

SET YOUR
SIGHTS HIGH. . .
only the best for your eyes.

That's why we carry a full line
of Optyl" eyewear. A frame
rr ade of Optyl" material is
lightweight, durable and
shape retaining.

Your eyesight- is precious
so insist on the best
—frame material in
Optyl', professional eye-
care services by:

ROTUNDA
OPTlaANS

WERNER HENRICH

711 West 40th Street
Baltimore, Md.

21211

Tel. 467-7727

-el American Express Company. 1979

Prescriptions Filled
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been _frustrated with HEW's lack
of concrete directives about new
regulations, especially in light of
the fact that they are to take
effect in fall 1979. AIAW
president Charlotte West com-
plains that HEW "never hits a
nail on the head. Whenever HEW
is faced with a question, it says
'maybe

But while colleges wait for
HEW to issue the final interpre-
tation of the regulations, they
may be receiving them from
Congress. There is currently a
controversy over whether the
policy as it stands is subject to
Congressional approval under
provisions of the General Edu-
cation Provisions Act (GEPA).
GEPA gives Congress 45 days to
approve or disapprove any final
regulations or interpretations of
an education statute.

NCAA lawyer Ritchie
Thomas maintains that the regu-
lations should be reviewed under
GEPA and that it is "strictly a
legal question," but the Coali-
tion sees it otherwise.

AIAW lawyer Margot Polivy
•

insists "there's no reason in the
world for those things to go up
(to the Hill) under GEPA." She
thinks that the GEPA provisions
refer only to regulations or
"regulations by any other name"
while the proposed Title IX
policy is an interpretation of
regulations "already baptized by
Congress."

A former Coalition lobbyist
suspects that the issue is "being
couched i in legal terms, but it is
really a political issue." Sending
the proposed regulations to
Congress will "make it much
easier for those not in sympathy
with Title IX to limit it," she
said.

Senate observers say that
since "there's been a lot of calls,
a lot of complaints from college
presidents and athletic direct-
ors" against the equal spending
proposal, it will "probably not
survive."

The next step, however,
depends on HEW. It is expected
to issue a legal opinion on the
GEPA controversy later this
month.

•

George Schultz
To Depart Cage

George Schultz, a familiar figure in the athletic center for many years,
will retire at the end of the current semester. He will be sorely missed
by all those involved with the Blue Jay athletic program.
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LADY FINGERS TYPING SEI:VICE
Fast Service, pick-up and delivery.
$.85 per page. 363-2098.

SPANISH LESSONS and translations
by native teachers. All levels -
366-2056.

TYPING - EXPERIENCED TYPIST
Towson area. Reasonable rates. Mrs.
Cammarata. 377-2866.

FURNISHED - University owned
large efficiency available to sublet.
May 21 - July 31, $164/month.
Utilities included. Call 889-6484.

TYPING: Quick, dependable service.
Reasonable rates, 254-8779.

FULL TIME/PART TIME to work
ti with expanding Natural Food Busi-

ness. 235-2215.

Title IX will allow more local lovelies onto the playing fields.
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THIS IS
A EUROPEAN
TRAVEL
LESSON.

Introducing "Air France-Vacances" and All The Answers.

IL START YOUR TRIP IN FRANCE.
Paris is the heart of Europe. And, as any Frenchman will

tell you, "Always start with the heart:'

2. LOOK FOR FEATURES THAT FIT YOUR PLANS. NOT
THE AIRLINES.

Get this: No advance purchase restrictions. A stay of 14 to 60
days. No charter hassles. No standby blues. An airline that
lands where you can immediately use a Eurail pass to continue
with your travel plans.

3 TAKE A FLIGHT THAT'S COMFORTABLE AND
0 RELIABLE. LIKE A SCHEDULED 747.

All Air France transatlantic flights are regularly scheduled 747's.

4 GET A SEAT THAT'S GUARANTEED. YOU'RE SURE
• TO GET ON. NO "MAYBES."

We'll give you confirmed roundtrip reservations when you book.
Why standby?

TAKE A LOOK5$6 roundtrip 
0 AT THE COST.  3New York/Paris

We haven't tried to sell you on the pleasures of flying Air France.
We can do that when we get you on the plane. But we did save
the best point for last. You can get every convenience and feature
you've learned in this lesson at a super low price—$363.
Fill out this coupon and you're on.

PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT Paid
volunteer research subjects needed
for ongoing government antimalarial
drug development program. Volun-
teers must be males, 18 years old,
and must pass a qualifying medical
examination. Employment is temp-
orary but will require a period of
close medical observation for 2 to 4
weeks and weekly followup ap-
pointments for 2 months. For more
information, call 202-576-2921 or
202-576-2280, 2:00-4:30 daily, or
write Chief, Clinical Pharmacology
Section, Department of Pharmacol-
ogy, Division of Experimental Ther-
apeutics, Walter Reed Army Institute
of Research, Washington, D.C.
20012.
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Special Student Rates

WORDS 484-6895

Medical School

August '79
applicants, 4-year fully
recognized and established
Mexican Medical School,
with several hundred
American students enrolled.
Use English language text-
books and exams in English.
School combines quality
education, small classes,
experienced teachers,
modern facilities.

Universidad del Noreste
120 East 41 St. NYC 10017

(212) 594-6589
or 232-3784
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Volunteers needed to ii
participate in various 6
vaccine studies at the .6
Center for Vaccine Devel-

6

:PAID

•

a RESEARCH6

VOLUNTEERS

F Is HouDA wic. Starting June 1, "Air France-Vacances"
departs Monday, Friday and Saturday

,m 
from JFK at 5:30 pm. 
Returns Monday, Friday and Saturday
from Orly-Sud at 11:30 am.
(Two introductory flights will be
offered: May 19 and May 26.)

1028 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 265-9890

Please Pont
Number of seats desired

Enclose $383 (check, money order or credit card number) for each round trip ticket Please allow 7 days

Dl want a Student Rail Pass @ $260
.. for 2 months

I] Please send information about land
arrangements

Name of Passengers:

Passenger

Passenger *2  

Passenger #3

Send tickets to:

Name

Address

City

State

Phone

Zip

New York Departure Date:

r 1 1st Choice 

, 2nd Choice

' 13rd Choice

Paris Departure Date:

, 1st Choice _

12nd Choice

' 3rd Choice

Card Holder*

Master Charge or VISA (Pie.. circle)

Expiration Date

Signature

Tickets must be paid for at time of application. Reservations may not be changed.
and a $90 fee will be charged for cancellation.

No refunds after departure. Airport tax included. Subject to government approval.

o opment at the University
• of Maryland Hospital in 6
• Baltimore. These studies •
i are in-patient and involve 6

spending a period of time
• between 5 and 14 days 6

in the hospital. Volun-
• teers will be housed in
• a large pleasant dormi-
o tory-type environment. &
o All volunteers must be •

in good health between 6
.6 the ages of 18 and 35.

Volunteers will be paid
• $30 per day. If interested, 6
• call 528-5328 for more
o information concerning 6
• studies taking place this o

spring and summer.
-64,01401W00110114111411111110114111011014 IS
Expert typing guaranteed

t Professional proofread-
ing, editing and revision -
- Flawless work — Call
Steve Saetz 825-0855

„anytime. s.
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